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ABSTRACT
From May 28, 2002 to August 20, 2002, I served as an intern in the collections
department at The National D-Day Museum in New Orleans, Louisiana. The National D
Day Museum (NDDM) is a SOl(c) (3) history museum that specializes in the amphibious
invasions of World War II. The institute is very new, opening in 2000, and has
experienced an unpredictable amount of success and acclaim. This rapid success and
growth has created unique challenges for the organization as it tries to develop.
The following paper is broken into five chapters and a conclusion. Chapter 1 is
an introduction to NDDM, including its history, mission, organizational structure,
funding and programs. Chapter 2 is a description on my internship that includes tasks
and responsibilities. Chapter 3 discusses the major problem that the collections
department faces (lack of staff) and Chapter 4 gives a recommendation on how to solve
this problem. Chapter S discusses my effect on the organization and the paper ends in a
conclusion of the organization and my experiences.

CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
HISTORY
The National D-Day Museum opened its doors on June 6, 2000, the 56th
anniversary of the invasion of Normandy. The late Dr. Stephen Ambrose, noted author
and educator, created the foundation for the museum in 1991. The NDDM is the only
museum in the United States to focus on the amphibious invasions or d-days of World
War II. Amphibious invasions are when troops and equipment are brought to a land
battle by naval ships. New Orleans was chosen as the home for the museum because
Andrew Higgins' factory was located in the city. Higgins created an amphibious troop
transport boat, and these amphibious boats were integral to the Allied victory in World
War II. According to Dwight Eisenhower, without the "Higgins Boats" the important
amphibious invasions would have been impossible.
The museum opened with 11,000 square feet of gallery space, which includes the
Louisiana Pavilion and the European Gallery. On December 7,2001, the Pacific Gallery
opened adding an additional 5,000 square feet of exhibits. The museum plans to continue
to grow with the construction of The Center for the Study of the American Spirit. This
23,000-square foot construction will be across the street from the present museum at
1005 Magazine Streei (www.ddaymuseum.org). While designs have not been finalized,
the Center will provide meeting spaces in addition to housing the Museum's archives and
library holdings, oral histories and new galleries. These new galleries will focus
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the

Italian, Sicilian and North African Campaigns as well as the fighting in China-Burma
India Theater.

2
While NDDM is not part of the University of New Orleans (UNO), the two do
have a formal partnership. There are also social connections between the institutions, due
Dr. Ambrose's career with UNO.

GALLERY HISTORY
The designs for the standing galleries were done by a professional design firm in
New York, Chermayeff and Geismar Inc. When the initial galleries were designed, the
Museum had not yet hired a curator. With a lack of a museum representative for
guidance, the design firm was given license to search the Museum's current holding and
chose the items to display. The original concept for the European Gallery was to be a
broad overview of the European and Home Front campaigns and have smaller focal
points within the overall exhjbits. The final product was drastically different. The gallery
focuses too heavily on the actual Normandy invasion. It would have been more effective
and fit better with the mission statement had the gallery been broader ~n scope and
presented a more complete picture of the European Theater (Ussery, Personal Interview).
The idea of creating a gallery dedicated to the Pacific Theater began before the
museum even opened. The opening week of museum the initial announcement was
made that the Museum was seeking Pacific Theater related items. The response was
overwhelming. Just over 500 donors came forward with

it~ms

they wanted to donate for

the exhibit. Ultimately, 53 individual donors were chosen.
Unlike the design process of the Home Front and European Galleries, the museum
now had a full time curator, Paula Ussery, who joined the organization on December 20,
1999. She arrived at the museum shortly before the prefabricated pieces for the initial
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exhibits arrived. Ms. Ussery had extensive knowledge of the museum holding and she
had her own beliefs as to what types would best represent this aspect of the war.
For the design of the exhibit, Chermayeff and Geismar were again called upon.
Based on past experience, they believed they would have complete control over the
exhibit again. This would lead to some battles, but ultimately, every collection but one
chosen by Ms. Ussery was displayed into the exhibit.
The largest problem came when the photos the design firm had chosen were sent
to Ms. Ussery's office. They depicted only white males. This is not the image that the
museum wanted to present, so Ms. Ussery, with the help of the senior staff, fought with
the firm to ensure that the photographic element of the exhibit more well rounded
(Ussery, Personal Interview). The gallery finally opened on December 7, 2001, the 60th
anniversary of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.
It is unclear to Ms. Ussery how much control Chermayeff and Geismar has with

other clients. When doing the first exhibit, they had free run of the museum. Whether
they were expecting this the second time and that is what led to conflicts is undecided.
They are one of the best firms in the world and it is important for them to work with the
client to ensure the experience is beneficial for both. If they had created problems similar
to this for most other clients, it would effect their reputation. It may be more helpful in
the future projects if the design firm worked more as consultants and less as designers.
Another solution is if they allow the curator to choose the artifacts to display and write
the labels, while Chermayeff and Geismar designs the layout and prefabricated pieces.
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MISSION STATEMENT
Every organization must have a mission statement. The mission statement is the
guiding light of the organization. It is a statement that shows who the organization is and
where it wants to go. The mission statement for The National D-Day Museum is the
following:
The National D-Day Museum celebrates the American spirit, the teamwork,
optimism, courage and sacrifice of the men and women who won World War II
and promotes the exploration and expression of these values by future
generations.
In this mission statement, the museum is not limited to just amphibious invasions of
World War II, but can collect, exhibit and interpret items related to the entire American
experience during the World War II years. With such a broad mission statement, the
museum has not limited its collection focus and allows for the natural growth of the
institution. As a result of this broad mission, The National D-Day Museum collects items
from all theaters of the war, including the home front.
Although the museum has a broad mission statement, the focus of the board of
directors was not always so broadly focused. Before opening of the museum, much of
the board was focused on collecting items only pertaining to amphibious invasions.
Some members of the board and staffwere strongly opposed to broadening the scope of
the collection. As a result, early in the museum's history, items from certain theaters,
such as China-Burma-India, were not being collected because the museum never saw a
potential use for the artifacts.
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Soon after The National D-Day Museum opened, it became obvious that it was
going to be more successful than anyone could have ever imagined. With the booming
success, the members of the board and staff that had wanted a narrow focus realized that
the museum would have to be broader than amphibious invasions. There had always
been opponents to the narrow focus of the institution. The main argument against the
narrow focus was that it did not agree with the mission statement. It is important to have
your mission and focus in alignment with any organization. Prior to opening, it was
evident to some that either the focus of the museum or the mission would have to be
changed. Today, we are fortunate that the focus has shifted to encompass a broader
scope and this also will create a stronger future of The National D-Day Museum.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
The National D-Day Museum is a 50l(c) (3) not-for-profit organization. It is
governed by a self-perpetuating board of directors. The board consists of 40 members.
The members consist of retired mil itary, educators, politicians, and businessmen in
addition to other people from the community. An Executive Director implements the
board's objectives. The day-to-day operations are handled by the vice president of
operations. He controls all of the departments within the organization. The major
departments within the organization include development, marketing, curatorial,
education, facilities and museum store (Figure 1-1).

Organizational Chart for The National D-Day Museum
By Jessica Hester
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The collections department of The National D-Day Museum is very small. There
are only three staff members. The head of the department is Paula Ussery, the Curator of
Collections. She "is responsible for the development, management, preservation and
interpretation ofthe Museum's artifact, and archival holdings" (Appendix A). She also
"solicits objects for the collections and responds to donation, purchase and loan offers,"
works on special and core exhibits planning and installation, oversees the rest of the
collection staff, including volunteers and interns, develops the department's budget, and
ensures that objects are processed correctly (Appendix A).
The collections/exhibits manager is next in the collections department, he reports
to the curator of collections. Tom Czekanski currently holds this position. He is
responsible for the maintenance of the exhibits. This includes everything from cleaning
of display to minor adjustments of artifacts. The collections/exhibits manager is also
responsible for the numbering of artifacts and housing them in proper environments.
Since the organization is still so new, Mr. Czekanski has an additional challenge of trying
to correctly arrange objects in storage. Because the collection is growing at such a fast
pace, this task can be very daunting. It will ultimately take several years for the storage
facility to be arranged properly. He is responsible for preparing deeds of gift and
processing them once the donor has returned the approved deed.
The final person in the collections staff is the collections assistant. This is the
newest position in the department and it is currently held by Jeremy Collins. The
collections assistant reports to the curator of collections but is directly supervised by the
collection/exhibits manager. The collections assistant does what the job title implies; he
assists the members of the collections staff. He prepares deeds of gift and library
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donation, assists with scheduling donors, answering of phones and assists with
maintenance and installation of exhibits (Appendix A).

FUNDING
As mentioned earlier, The National D-Day Museum, is a private not-for-profit
institution. Unfortunately, many people believe that the museum is owned by the federal
government, but it is not. As a result of this, the museum survives on income generated
from admissions, gift shop sales, a commemorative brick program, party rentals in
addition to donations and grant monies.
According to Sharon Gruber, the former development director, the NDDM had
received, as of June 26, 2002, $8.4 million from federal funding and $7.6 from state
funding in addition to approximately $18 million in private donations. These private
donations range in value from $20 to $2 million, the largest single private donation made
to the museum. To date the museum has not received a large amount in grant program
money because of the age of the institution. As more programs are developed, the
museum is securing grant funds to implement these programs (Personal Interview,
Gruber).
As mentioned previously, the museum is beginning an expansion with the Center
for the Study of the American Spirit. To make this expansion become a reality, the
organization is about to start a capital campaign to help secure additional funds for
planning and construction. Once the new building is open, funding will have to be
sought for additional staff, including a librarian and an archivist. Also, with the
expansion, there are plans to have new core exhibits. To make this a reality, additional
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staff will be needed for the collections department in the immediate future. Additional
staffis needed to help secure donations for the exhibits. Because of the organization's
emphasis on telling personal stories of the veterans, it is necessary to hire part-time,
temporary staff members to take oral histories. A major problem the collections
department is currently facing is that the veterans are passing away at a high rate. The
actual veteran is the best source for accurate information that the families cannot provide.
This topic will be discussed more in-depth in chapter 3.

MARKETING
Marketing, as with any organization, is important. The primary market for the
museum is the veterans of World War II and their families. In this country, that
encompasses most Americans. The museum, with its success, appeals to a large segment
of the population. The National D-Day Museum, along with Holocaust Museum, are the
only two museums to boast an increase in attendance in its second year of operation. As
of September 1, 2002 the museum claims that over 725,000 patrons have come through
its doors since June 6, 2000.
Visitors to the museum come from all over the world. Although the museum can
boast large attendance numbers, it faces a problem on how to attract repeat visitors. New
core exhibits are not expected for the next two to three years, while new temporary
exhibits are presented about every three months.
The National D-Day Museum has set a goal of increasing attendance to the
museum to 500,000 visitors a year. The outside public relations firm, the Erhardt Group,
that the museum employs, has been given the challenge to make these projected
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attendance numbers become a reality over the next three years. With this projected
increase in attendance, it is necessary that the museum plans how to balance increased
attendance with the comfort of each patron (Staff Meeting).
The Erhardt Group does the bulk of the marketing for NDDM. There are both
benefits and drawbacks of outsourcing to a private company. The benefits include cost
and space efficiency. By outsourcing, the museum does not have to provide office space
and benefits such as insurance and they only work when the museum needs their services.
The major problem with outsourcing is that the company does not understand the
product. Although these people are good at public relations, they do not know much
about World War II. As a result, the Erhardt Group will make very obvious mistakes in
pieces that they create. Often museum staff members who have expertise in this area
easily fix these mistakes. Problems have occurred in the past when the PR firm has
placed objects in the museum without consulting staff and such mistakes are often
brought to the attention to staff or volunteers by patrons. These types of mistakes reflect
badly on the organization overall (Ussery, Personal Interview).
There are interesting challenges of staff working with outsourced personnel.
Outsourcing is a smart thing to do because it saves the museum money, but it is important
to carefully watch the materials that the organization produces. I believe that by working
with the Erhardt Group, NDDM in time can communicate the importance of letting a
staff member review marketing materials. This is a process that does not take very long
and ultimately resolves conflicts. The NDDM hired the Erhardt Group, not for their
knowledge of World War II, but rather their marketing ability. By working together, the
organizations will have a more beneficial and fruitful relationship.
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Facility rentals for events, such as private parties, are done by an in-house
marketing team that consists of two people. They are responsible for events such as
after-hours parties, veterans meetings and special daytime events. Events such as school
tours are handled through the education department.

PROGRAMS
As mentioned earlier, the education department is starting to develop additional
programming. As these programs are implemented, additional funding can be secured.
The major education program currently being undertaken is a series of state kiosks
entitled We're All in This Together. These kiosks will be placed in the Louisiana
Pavilion and will contain facts about each of the states of the United States during the
war, including production faculties and number of people who participated in the battles.
This is an interacti"e program to show that the war was an effort of the entire country.
The education department offers a series of Lunchbox Lectures. These lectures
are biweekly and free to the public. Each one lasts approximately an hour and they cover
a variety of topics relating to World War II. The list of topics is published in the
quarterly newsletter and at the website (Appendix B).
Volunteers are also managed through the education department. The museum has
approximately 180 volunteers. Volunteer hours vary from a few hours a month to several
days a week. As with any not-for-profit organization, volunteers are necessary, but for
The National D-Day Museum they are essential for survival. Volunteers do everything
from take tickets to work as gallery attendants. They also take oral histories and prepare
items for donation. They are a very important supplement to the staff. The museum is
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fortunate enough the have very dedicated volunteers. This dedication stems from the fact
that many of the volunteers are veterans of World War II. This allows the patron to
connect with the artifacts on display through the volunteer. There are veterans in the
exhibit galleries telling patrons what it was like to wear all the equipment on exhibit and
he can tell of his experience riding in a Higgins Boat about to invade Normandy.
Volunteers in the museum create a tangible connection to the items on exhibit, and in
many cases become part of the exhibit.

COLLECTIONS POLICY
As mentioned earlier, the collections focus of The National D-Day Museum has
changed over its evolution. The collections policy currently in use at the museum is now
in the process of being revised to accurately reflect the museum's expanded focus. For
the purpose of this paper I will discuss the policy in use at the time of my internship,
approved September 1, 1998.
The National D-Day Museum's Collections Management Policy is very basic. It
is broken down into several sections that include purpose, collections objectives,
acquisition policy, documentation and care, lending policy and deaccession policy. Many
of the policies are standard among the museum community as outlined by the American
Association of Museums. The most important part of the collections policy to be
changed is the collections objectives. The objectives are as follows:
Museum shall collect artifacts, which facilitate the fulfillment of the Museum's
mission.
The Purpose for creating the collections shall be:
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1. To preserve the artifacts and history associated with amphibious operations

during the Second World War, 1941-1945;
2. To create permanent and temporary exhibits relevant to the mission of the
Museum;
3. To fulfill the interpretive, educational, and outreach programs conducted by
the Museum;
4. To create and maintain a research collection and other reference materials
pertinent to the mission of the Museum;
The highest priority in collecting will be given to the following:
1. Collections materials relating to all facets of the June 6, 1944 invasion of
Normandy, France and collections materials relating to other amphibious
operations during World War II, 1941-1945;
2. Collections materials relating to the United States Armed Forces, 1939-1945;
3. Collections materials relating to the armed forces of other nations, 1939-1945;
4. Collections materials relating to home front activities, 1939-1945;
5. Collections materials relating to US. war production effort, 1939-1945;
The Museum may collect other materials relating to the mission of the Museum
only on the recommendation of the Museum Director or the Curator of
Collections. (Appendix C)

Much of this section is still relevant, but in the first listed purpose and the highest priority
in collecting are obviously from the idea ofa more narrow focus of the museum.
In order to generate new ideas about collections policy revision, Ms. Ussery has
solicited collections policies from similar military museums. By examining their
collections policy, she may gain insight to other museums' methods and ideas. This is a
good way to generate thoughts from outside sources and benefit from the experience of
more established institutions.

CHAPTER 2 - INTERNSHlP

The process of receiving an internship at The National D-Day Museum is very
detailed. I was required to submit a resume and the names of phone number of three
references. Additionally, I was formally interview by the curator. Upon aniving at the
museum I was given a job description that outlined my tasks and duties (Appendix A). In
providing this description, I was able to know what was expected of me and what to
expect from the collections staff.

TASKS
Deeds of Gift
Deeds of Gift are an important document for any institution by providing the
museum with legal title to artifacts that have been donated (Appendix D). The deed of
gift is a signed legal document that transfers all legal rights of an artifact from the donor
to the museum. A large portion of my job was to process deeds of gifts on incoming
items to the collection. In processing deeds of gift, one must first take an inventory of the
items a person is donating. I was given very clear instructions on how to inventory items
in the Curatorial Volunteer Manual (Appendix E). When completing an inventory, it is
necessary to give the type of object, the materials the object is constructed of, date of
manufacture, condition and a brief description. In writing the description it is necessary
to include some of the following information: the color, the overall shape and style of the
artifact and any distinctive markings. It is important to give as much description
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information as possible, so that the object could be easily identified if it were to become
separated from the rest of the collection before being properly processed and marked.
After the inventory is complete, the information is then used to type a deed of gift.
Using the existing deed of gift template, the information of each item is entered into the
appropriate spaces on the deed form. After the deed is completed, two copies are printed
on "100 year paper", a paper that does not begin to deteriorate for at least 100 years. The
computer file of the deed is saved to the server and the information is periodically backed
up. The hard copy of the deed, along with a cover letter, is sent to the vice president of
operations and the executive director to be signed (Appendix D). Upon returning with
signatures, each deed is then given an accession number and photocopies are made and
filed. Accession numbers consist of two main parts, the first part of the number is
assigned by year and the second part is given in sequential order. For example, all items
accessioned this year would begin with 2002, and then the second part of the number
given denotes the order in which the gift was processed. The second number starts with
001 and then continues sequentially until the end of the year. So, a collection that is
process in the middle of the year may have the accession number 2002.256. By assigning
accession numbers to artifacts, it is easy to keep track of the individual pieces and the
number is also cross-referenced with the donor's name.
Two sets of the deed of gift are mailed to the donor and he or she is ask to sign
both and keep one for their records and to return one copy to the museum. Deeds of gift
are kept on file according to accession number. This donor file is very important. It will
house the signed deed of gift and items relating to the veteran that are not artifacts, for
example a memoir or an oral history recording. The museum also keeps a copy of every
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correspondence between the donor and the museum in the file. The museum only has
clear and legal title once the signed copy is returned. After the signed deed is returned, it
is placed in the donor file. The museum must keep this signed deed on file to show legal
ownership of the artifact. As the artifacts move through this donation process, they are
moved from one section of storage to another and are labeled "deed done" and a date so
that the same item is not processed twice.
Deeds of gift are processed by all members of the collections staff as well as
interns and volunteers. At this present time, the museum receives an average of three to
five donations a day. These donations can range from one item to twenty, so the
processing of deeds is a constant process. It is projected that about 500 individual
donations will be received for the year 2002.

Library Donations
Library donations are handled differently from deeds of gift. A library item is
something that is given the museum that is post World War II, but relates to the war in
some way. These items are most commonly books, memoirs and newspaper clippings
Processing of library donations is much simpler. The donor just receives a thank you
letter signed by the executive director (Appendix F). A copy of the thank you letter is
kept on file and the original computer file is back up on to the server. If the item is smail,
it is filed in a set of file cabinets by the donor's last name. In the case of books or
oversized items, the copy of the thank you letter is filed and the items are placed in the
appropriate location. This is a much more informal process and these duties will be taken
over by the librarian when the Center for the Study of the American Spirit opens.
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Database Entry
A large portion of my job was spent doing database entry. The database is
important to the collections department because gives the staff an easily searchable tool
to help retrieve information about artifacts in the museum's collection. The database
entry contains the same information as the deed. If artifacts are needed for an upcoming
exhibit that relate to the campaign in North Africa, the database can be used by searching
for keywords rather than relying on memory of donations or going through each file
manually. The database cannot be used to replace the physical deeds of gift because the
deed is a legal document that provides the museum with ownership of the artifact.
When I arrived the database only contained entries from the middle of 1999.
There were over a thousand donations that were not in the database and the size of these
donations ranged from one item to over 400. This problem was caused by the lack of
staff and that there were more important tasks were done first. Because of this situation,
the data entry was pushed to the side. I would spend two days a week and six to seven
hours a day processing data.
The database software program that NDDM has chosen to use is called
Rediscovery. This system allows you to include all information about an object including
size, manufacturer, description and even a photograph. Because the museum was so far
behind in entry and the number of donations is so large, the data entry was not done as it
should have been. In an ideal situation, each item is given an individual entry into the
system, but what had to be done in this situation was bulk entry. Each donation, not
artifact, was given only one entry. As a result, one entry in Rediscovery could be for
several artifacts. Although this is not the best method, it is better than not having any
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items in the database. This situation will ultimately be corrected, but it has to be done
when there is more staff and time to do so. The bulk entry does not affect the search
ability or the usefulness of the database in any way. I am happy to say that by the time I
left my internship, the database was up to date.

Handling and Packing of Artifacts
There are three fundamental rules of artifact care. They are accountability,
accessibility and reversibility. It is very important to know where all of the artifacts are
located, to have easy access to them and be able reverse all numbering systems that are
placed on them. In collections, your first responsibility is to the artifacts.
There are basic rules for handling artifact that are outlined in the Curatorial
Volunteer Manual (Appendix E). One of the most important rules is to always wear
white cotton gloves when handling artifacts. The oils from your hands and skin will
transmit to the objects and extensive exposure can cause damage. Always take your time
when handling objects and always support them when you move them. Never place
heavy object on top of fragile objects and never use an ink pen when working with
artifacts, always use a pencil because slips of the hand can be erased. While these are
only a few of the general rules, they are some of the most important.
One of the keywords in artifact storage is acid-free. It is necessary that all
artifacts are placed in acid-free environments to prevent deterioration. Often items arrive
at the museum in regular cardboard boxes or shopping bags. It is necessary to remove
these items from that type of environment because everyday materials, such as these,
contain acid that promotes the deterioration of the artifacts and long-term exposure cause
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permanent damage. Photographs, maps, correspondences and other such archival items
are often placed into acid-free folders. Three-dimensional items are place into boxes. If
several items are placed into a box together, it is necessary to place a barrier between the
artifacts to prevent them from striking each other.
Textiles are stored in a slightly different way. When storing textiles there are two
basic methods used: hanging and boxing. When hanging an item it is placed on a padded
hanger and hung in a cabinet designed for the storage of artifacts. Boxing of textiles
require a bit more work. When placing an item in a box, hard edges will occur where the
object is folded. If these hard edges are left, they will become brittle when stored for
extended periods of time and once retrieved for an exhibit, these edges can break. When
packing textile boxes it is necessary to support the fibers and prevent breakage. This is
done by placing acid-free paper into the garment to prevent the hard edges and to give the
piece shape. Several items can be placed into a box with a layer of acid-free paper
between each artifact. The type of box and paper used for textiles depends on the type of
cloth. For plant fibers, such as cotton, buffered paper and boxes are used. They contain a
small amount of chemical that aids in preservation. For protein fibers, such as wool and
silk, unbuffered paper and boxes are used because the chemical additive can damage the
fabric.
To maintaining accountability and accessibility of the artifacts, quality record
keeping and proper numbering of each item is required. Quality record keeping is done
though detailed donor files and listing location codes for item in Rediscovery. Applying
accession numbers to artifact is a process that takes time and the process varies based on
the type of material one is working with. In numbering all items it is important to write
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clearly in block numbers. Items are marked according to their accession number and
each individual item is given a unique third part of the number. For example, if accession
2002.256 contains five items donated, the first item will be numbered 2002.256.001 and
the second 2002.256.002 and so on until all items have a unique number.
As mentioned before, the method used to apply a number to each item will vary
depending on the material the item is made from. The National D-Day Museum has
clear marking standards that are carefully written to ensure consistency in marking
methods and location (Appendix G). Cloth objects are marked by writing the number
with a laundry marker on twill tape that has been doubled and sewn together. This twill
tape label is then sewn into the object in an inconspicuous location. The locations are
standardized depending on the type of artifact. Medal and wood objects are marked
differently. They are marked by applying a base coat of shellac and when the shellac is
dry the number is applied in black India ink or if the base is dark the number is applied
with a white oil based artist pigment. After the number is dry, a topcoat of clea.r shellac
is applied. As with cloth, the location of the number is based on the type of object that is
being marked. Paper is marked with a medium lead pencil. It is important not to use a
hard lead or freshly sharpened pencil because it may indent or mar surfaces and a soft
lead may smudge. These are the three most common types of artifacts that are numbered
at the NDDM, although techniques are outlined for other types of material.

Exhibit Set Up and Take Down
On my first day of work at NDDM, I was lucky enough to participate in the take
down of the temporary display. Most of the morning was spent removing artifacts from
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the display cases and bringing them back to the artifact storage vault. After the items
were taken down, they were placed into storage cabinets to await return to their proper
location.
Over the next several days, items were prepared for the new exhibit. Many items
had already been pulled, but there were still photographs to mount and uniforms to steam.
Ms. Ussery designed case layouts prior to placing the items in the exhibit.
Labels at The National D-Day Museum are very lengthy and this has to do with
the organization's mission. The museum wants to give personal stories for each artifact.
Because of this interpretative focus, the labels communicate the veteran's personal
history as well as an explanation of the artifact. The desire to give personal stories with
artifacts on display also plays an important part in which items are chosen for exhibit.
Often those chosen first for exhibits have a story attached to them and they are the focus.
of the display. Items lacking.provenance are often used as supporting pieces in an
exhibit. Because the museum attaches personal stories to items, the viewer feels a human
connection with the artifact. As mentioned before, the desire to have a human connection
with each item creates a unique challenge for the collections department because of the
high death rate of World War II veterans.
The process of designing a temporary exhibit is very lengthy. First, a topic must
be chosen and approved. The biggest obstacle with choosing a topic is having enough
artifacts to fill the large room. The staff uses its knowledge of artifacts currently in the
collection and the Rediscovery database to search for items that fit within the scope of the
exhibit. Often more items are pulled for initial artifact gathering than are used. Objects
are eliminated and the labels are written. The entire process of pulling artifacts and
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writing labels for the next exhibit begins soon after the current exhibit is completed.
Each temporary exhibit is open generally for about three months.
When a donor's items are placed in a temporary exhibit, they are notified by the
collections department and given a complementary pass to the museum. It is often an
exciting experience for the veteran and their family to see the items on exhibit.

Returning of Artifacts
Sometimes items are sent to the museum that pre or post war date. In most of
these cases, it is necessary to return the items to the donor because the museum cannot
keep them. These items are not placed on a deed of gift, if they accompany an acceptable
donation and they are ultimately returned to the donor. In some cases items that pre or
post the war are accessioned into the collection, but they must be directly connected to
the war. For example, in the collection there is a wedding dress. The dress was
constructed from World War II Japanese parachute silk. Because of the war, there was a
silk shortage in the United States. While stationed in the Pacific, the veteran found a
train car full of white Japanese parachutes. He sent one of the parachutes home to his
fiancee to construct her wedding dress. The wedding took place in 1946, and there was
debate whether to add this piece to the collection. Because the material of the dress
relates directly to the donor's wartime service, the wedding dress was accessioned into
the collection.
Another occasion when an item may have to be returned is if it is lent to the
museum of the purposes of copying or research.
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Part of my job was to return items that the museum had in it possession that did
not belong to them. This process was simple. First a Temporary Artifact Receipt was
filled out. Then two copies of the receipt, along with a cover letter and the artifact were
returned to the donor (Appendix H). The items were often sent Federal Express. The
donor was requested to send one of the signed copies of the receipt back to the museum.
A copy of the receipt and the Federal Express receipt are kept on file to show that the
items were returned.

Assisting with Artifact Reviews
Every Tuesday and Thursday donors are scheduled appointments with the
museum for the collections staff to review their items for possible donation. The process
can take from fifteen minutes to several hours depending on the quantity of items and if
an oral history is taken. Often no more than two donors are scheduled in the morni.ng and
an additional two in the afternoon.
Ms. Ussery often handles donors by herself, but on occasions she may need help
with writing of temporary receipts, assisting with identification an item or entertaining
donors if one donor arrives while she is still working with another donor. I did all of
these tasks for her during the course of my internship. When several people come
together to make a donation, or donors with large amounts of artifacts arrive; she would
need assistance to help manage the situation.
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Hurricane Plan
Hurricanes are a serious threat in South Louisiana. AJthough artifact storage is on
the fourth floor, the possibility of losing the roof due to severe wind damage is a real
threat. Items on display are also vulnerable to the hurricanes. I was at the museum five
days a week, so I was involved with the planning for hurricane preparedness.
Most of the artifacts on exhibit are protected in the interior of the museum. There
are no windows in the main exhibit areas and in case of a stonn, there are rolling steel
doors that will prevent anyone from gaining access to the exhibits. The Louisiana
Pavilion with its large glass retractable wall creates an interesting problem. The smaller
vehicles could be easily moved to another section of the museum, but the larger items
have to stay put, and another problem is that several of them float. So in the case of a
stonn flood it was planned to tie the vehicles down and hope for the best.
For the artifacts in storage, delicate items, such as paper and leather, were flagged
so in the event of a storm they could be easily moved into cabinets. The remaining items
on the open shelves would be covered in plastic sheeting.
Supplies such as plastic sheeting and newsprint paper were to be purchased.
Newsprint paper is used to absorb water from damp artifacts. A list of emergency
numbers was assembled. These numbers were for locations in the greater New Orleans
Area, Baton Rouge and Mississippi. The type of businesses such as climate controlled
storage, cold storage and cold storage trucks were listed and the sizes and temperature
ranges confirmed. These facilities are necessary in case of damage to the building or the
temperature control system of the vault. Cold storage is used in the event paper artifacts
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become wet; they can be frozen and gradually thawed and dried. This process greatly
increases an artifacts' chance of survival.
Although there was no threat of hurricane during my internship, the plan did go
into action for tropical storm Isadore and hurricane Lili. The museum received no
damage during these storms, but because of proper planning, everything was prepared as
a precaution.

Miscellaneous Duties
As with any job, my duties were not limited to only those listed in the job
description. When I was told by Ms. Ussery that she believed in the "wet feet" approach
to internships, I had no idea that she meant it literally and nor did she. During my first
week she received a call that water was leaking from the ceiling into one of the exhibits.
The display case in question is very large and it housed arms and ammunition. I was told
to take off my socks and I helped grab paper towels, cloth, gloves and anything else that
we may need. After we gathered our supplies, we went down to the exhibit and began to
remove the items that the water was directly leaking on. Next, Ms. Ussery dried the
display pieces, the floor and the walls. We then brought the artifacts upstairs to dry them.

It was discovered that the leak was from the air conditioning unit directly above the
display and the problem was promptly fixed.
On another occasion, I spent some time working with that same case; to help with
cleaning. As with any institution, periodic cleaning must be done. How the cases are
actually cleaned came as a surprise to me. The artifacts are first wiped down with a soft
cloth then the glass is cleaned with regular glass cleaner and the floors are wiped down
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with Pledge Wet cleaning cloths. In such an environment I was rather surprised by the
use of regular household cleaning supplies.
Since the museum is so new, collections storage has not yet been arranged
properly. Those items that have been arranged do not have location codes in the
databa.se. Completing the updating of the Rediscovery database, items could have
location codes entered. Mr. Czekanski numbered each cabinet and I would then
inventory the items in the cabinet. Once each item was inventoried, it could now have a
location code entered into Rediscovery. This makes future searches for these items much
easIer.
The most adventurous of my miscellaneous duties involved a day-trip to Laurel,
Mississippi. There Ms. Ussery and I met with Jill Chancey the curator at the Lauren
Rogers Museum of Art. The museum deals primarily in fine art and over the years had
acquired a number of World War II posters that they did not have a use for. Ms. Chancey
.contacted NDDM to see if they were interested in the pieces and Ms. Ussery and I took a
drive to see the items. We spent several hours documenting and photographing the
posters. This information was then used to compare the Lauren Rogers' collection the
current holding ofNDDM and decide if there was need for them.

RESPONSIBILITIES
When doing any job, it is important to maintain the highest standard of accuracy
as possible. While at The National D-Day Museum, I was allowed to work relatively free
environment. I was given a task and allowed to complete it without unnecessary
interference, but with the knowledge that someone was always willing to help if it was
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needed. The overall management style of Ms. Ussery and the rest of the collections staff
is very effective. When working with some level of autonomy, there is the responsibility
of ensuring that your work is as accurate as possible. The overall experience of working
at the museum was very positive. The staff treats interns as equals and I was never asked
to do menial jobs such as make coffee or go get lunch. Their professional ethics prepared
me for what the real experience in the museum will be like.
Mistakes with deeds of gift can cause legal problems and ownership issues. It is
important that every item a person donates is listed on the deed. It is also essential to
ensure that as much description as possible is listed so that the item can be identified if it
is ever separated from the rest of the items before it is properly numbered.
When hard numbering items, the number is reversible, but it is necessary to insure
that the number placed on a piece is correct and legible. When moving items, it is also
necessary to make sure that they are placed back in their proper places.
When working, I was also responsible to ensure that proper conservation practices
were followed. It is necessary to place objects into their proper environments and ensure
that the objects stored together in one box will not damage each other. It is important to
ensure that all items are placed into the proper size and box type, as well as put on the
shelf in the proper order. When packing textiles, it is crucial to ensure that there are no
hard creases in the item that may cause damage. There were many other techniques and
principles that were taught during the course of my internship. It was up to me to ensure
that they were properly completed. When preserving items, the wrong maintenance
process can cause more damage than no conservation at all. In many circumstances, any
preservation of the artifact is better than the situation in which it was in before.

CHAPTER3-CHALLENGESANDPROBLEMS

During my first week at The National D-Day Museum, Ms. Ussery and I were
discussing this document. When asked what the biggest problem the department faces is,
she answered without hesitation "staff." It was not long until I realized how true that
actually was.

LACK OF STAFF
As mentioned previously, the collections staff of The National D-Day Museum is
very small; consisting of only three full-time staff members. The small staff and the
interpretive focus of the museum to tell personal stories have created a unique problem.
Typically a museum of this size will have one main curator and at least one assistant
curator, in addition to a collection manager and several collections assistants. The ideal
long-range plan would be to have one European curator, one Pacific/China-Burma-India
curator and one Home Front curator. Currently, an additional collections assistant would
also be beneficial to the department as well as an entry-level staff member.
While the staff is up to the challenge, additional staff is needed now especially
with the opening of The Center for the Study of the American Spirit only a few years
away. As mentioned in the first chapter, this new structure will house two additional
galleries, the North African, Italian and Sicilian campaigns and the China-Burma-India
Theater. The museum needs to collect these artifacts now because of the rapid death rate
of veterans.
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According to Ms. Ussery, she needs one temporary staff member for the next five
years to help recruit artifacts and take personal histories. By having this additional
person, she could send him or her out in search of artifacts and oral histories, while she
handles the regular donations (Personal Interview, Ussery). A proper staff size is critical
for the museum to effectively care for artifacts and to carry out its mission. According to
the International Council of Museums' Code of Professional Ethics:
"The governing body has a special obligation to ensure that the museum has staff
sufficient in both number and kind to ensure that the museum is able to meet its
responsibilities. The size of the staff and its nature ... will depend on the size of the
museum, its collections, and its responsibilities. However, proper arrangements should
be made for the museum to meet its obligations in relation to the care of the collections,
public access and services, research and security" (Malaro, 1994).
Currently, the staff relies on volunteers to help with preparing inventories, deeds
of gift, filing library donations and returning of phone calls to donors. Volunteers are
important to any nonprofit organization in filling in staffing gaps. According to Thomas
Wolf, "without volunteers, many nonprofit organizations would simply not be able to
function, and these volunteers are important components of the workforce mix" (1999).
One of the most important volunteers to the collections department is Bob Dunn.
He is a retried engineer who has always had an interest in the war. He assists the
department by taking oral histories of European veterans. He will travel to people's
homes, conduct interviews over the phone or meet a veteran at the museum. While Mr.
Dunn is very reliable and efficient, he is still a volunteer. The main problem with
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volunteers is general reliability. Ms. Ussery has commented that if she ever lost Mr.
Dunn as a volunteer, she would be in a lot of trouble.
Another important volunteer is Maryann Joyner. Ms. Joyner donates her Tuesday
afternoons to return phone calls to possible donors. She will give them information about
the donation process, inform them where to send donations or set up appointments. Like
Mr. Dunn, Ms. Joyner is also reliable and competent, but again not staff

While volunteers are an important part of the mix of any nonprofit, over use of
them can be dangerous. It is necessary to have a healthy balance between staff and
volunteers for the museum to function effectively. "Adding high proportionate share of
volunteers to this mix can result in a difficult organizational atmosphere to manage and
control" (Reider, 2001). Too often volunteers must be carefully watched, not because
what they are doing is not in the best interest of the institution, but rather they do not
have the experience to understand certain consequences. According again to the
International Council of Museums Code of Professional Ethics, museum staff "should not
delegate important curatorial, conservation, or other professional responsibilities to
persons who lack appropriate knowledge or skill,

Of

who are inadequately supervised, in

the case of trainees or volunteers" (Malara, 1994).
Volunteers are not the only free labor on which the department depends. Interns
also help to fill the staffing gap. The problem with relying on interns for assistance is
that you spend the time to train them and once they are working most effectively, they
leave. This is not to say that interns are not important to the department. Upon the
opening of the museum, the collections staff consisted of one curator, Ms. Ussery, and six
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interns. Without those interns as well as those who served during the opening of the
Pacific exhibit, the galleries would have not opened on time.
Initially, I believed that foundation grants would be the best source to fund the
needed temporary staff person. Current stock market trends have created problems
securing grants. Because of the downturn in stocks, foundations are currently not earning
as much in previous years, and as a result not giving as much. According to Todd
Wallack, "Half of the large private foundations lost more than 10 percent of their assets
last year, according to a survey published in the Chronicle of Philanthropy. And equities
have tumbled even faster this year, chipping away further at their investments" (2002).
The amount a foundation is required to give is governed by the Internal Revenue Service.
Each year a minimum of five percent of a foundation's assets must be paid out annually
in grants (Hopkins and Friedman, 1997). This five percent includes funds spent on
offices and staff members to process the grant applications. Unfortunately, for many
foundations, the minimum requirement has become the maximum spent (Wallack, 2002).
The second problem is how do you fund a new project and a capital campaign while
funds are drying up?
The solutions to these problems are going to be addressed in Chapter 4.

CHAPTER 4 - RECOMMENDATION

While the problem is always easy to identify, the solution is much harder. The
staff member the department is in most desperate need of is one temporary member who
will search for artifacts and obtain oral histories. This may require some traveling to
reunion meetings to speak to large groups of veterans. Travel expenses would be
incurred, but the cost of these expenses is not an issue because the department is currently
budgeted for trips such as these for current staff members.
The museum is about to start a capital campaign to fund the construction of the
Center for the Study of the American Spirit and additional development staff will be
added. To add these staff members, this capital campaign needs to supply enough funds
to cover the expense of additional staff and raise the necessary capital for the building
project.

TENWORARYENWLOYEE
Temporary employees are often a good choice for organizations. According to
Thomas Wolf, "When an organization is looking for special expertise to handle a
particular job or is looking for an individual to offer a service for which there is not a
continuing need, ... [temporary employees] often provide the most cost-effective
solution" (1999). They provide a cost effective solution because, temporary employees
are paid for only the work they perform and they receive no benefits, such as vacation or
insurance. Also they are also generally more productive according to The Bureau of
Labor and Statistics who "reports that temporary workers produce the equivalent of two
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hours more per day than their permanent counterparts" (Hulin and Glomb, 1999). As a
result, it is cost effective for the museum to consider the use of part-time temporary
persOIUlel to help fill this staffing gap.
This type of position is often ideal for retirees. The museum currently relies
heavily on retirees for volunteer duties, so to attract a person knowledgeable in the
required area of World War II history would probably be an easy task. Retirees make a
good choice because according to Hulin and Glomb, "Early retirement decisions ... [have
led] to a substantial number of trained and skilled employees who spend more years in
retirement. These individuals may desire, or need, to return to work on a temporary or
part-time basis" (1999). By hiring a retiree, that person can feel a sense of productivity
and that they are providing an important service to the museum. Over all, the use of a
temporary employee who is also a retiree would beneficial to both the museum and to the
employee. Another possible candidate would be a college student who is looking for
part-time work while pursuing a degree. The ideal candidate would be a student who is
studying locally and plans to attend graduate school in New Orleans, although I believe a
retiree may be a better choice because there is less of a risk of the staff member moving.

GRANTS
As discussed in Chapter 3, how do you receive grants while philanthropic funding
is being reduced? The solution to this is easier than it might seem. While some
organizations are donating less, others realize it is important to actually donate more.
According to Daniel Borochoff, president of the American Institute of Philanthropy,
"This is the time for them [foundations] to step forward ....They are the ones with
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significant assets. They are in a position to rescue nonprofits" (Wallack, 2002). By
doubling their giving to 10 percent, foundations could generate an additional $29 billion
of funds for nonprofit organizations (Wallack, 2002). Not everyone is worried for the
well being of nonprofit organizations. In 2000, according to Giving USA, arts and
cultural institutions received $11.5 billion or 5.7 percent of all philanthropic giving. This
marked a strong increase over previous years and Lindahl and Conley believe that this
trend will continue (2002). Iffoundations step up to the challenge and realize that they
must increase funding in order to keep nonprofit organizations functioning, they will be
more likely to increase donations, while still keeping their long-term viability intact.
According to the Foundation Center, they expect that overall giving will only decline
modestly next year (Wallack, 2002).
The NDDM has already received financial support for the construction of the
Center for the Study of the American Spirit. The Louisiana state senate has allocated $15
million in their budget to fund the development and building. Senator Robert Barham
(R-Oak Ridge) "offered the D-Day Museum amendment... [because] the state money will
trigger about $26.2 million in federal matching money and $44.7 million from the private
sector" (Anderson, 2002). The state has committed these funds because the museum is
an important asset to the city ofNew Orleans and the state of Louisiana. A study
conducted by LORD Cultural Resources Planning & Management Inc. of Toronto
concluded that in the second half of2001, when travels were down during post
September 11 th , "nearly one visitor in three came to New Orleans specifically to see the
museum" (Pope, 2002). Because the museum generates important revenue for many
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aspects of the economy, state and local philanthropists should be happy to help continue
the growth of this important organization.
To fund the additional staff member, money generated from the capital campaign
may be used. This would be feasible because the hiring of this person relates directly to
the construction of the center, but is this a justifiable use of these funds? The cost of this
employee would be $7,200 per year and the total cost for five years would be $36,000.
Instead of relying exclusively on funds generated from the capital campaign, I
have searched out various grants that may help to fund this additional person's salary,
although funds generated from the capital campaign could be used to supplement any
deficit.
It is important when loolcing for grants to examine the granting organization first.

Reference books, such as Foundation Directory, provide lists of private foundations. By
examining what types' of support each foundation provides, which regions they give in
and which areas of interest they support, one is able to find an organization that best
aligns with their institute's needs.
For the purpose ofthis grant, it is necessary to look for a foundation that provides
monies for general/operating support in the New Orleans area. Many foundations only
provide money to organizations in the areas that they are located or conduct business in.
Foundations also generally fund certain types of organizations. Some may focus on
medical organizations or educational institutes while others choose to fund arts or
religious groups.
Another source of information about a foundation is a website called
GuideStar.ORG, The National Database of Nonprofit Organizations. GuideStar.ORG
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provides the federal tax fonn 990 for nonprofit organizations, including foundations.
These 990 forms provide information about who the foundation gave to and how much
was donated. This is a good place to see the ranges of various foundation gifts and the
type of organizations they actually funded. For some foundations, 990's are provided for
several years. This allows one to see if there is a pattern in the foundation's giving. It is
important to ask for an amount that is in the foundation's historical giving range.
To achieve the best results, it would be better t.o apply for several grants in order
to secure the funding to supply the necessary $36,000. Foundations are often a better
source of funds for this type of project because they "are usually more willing than
businesses to consider providing seed money for experimental projects and foundations
do not usually require the same kind of public relations benefits from their grant-making
activities as businesses do" (Hopkins and Friedman, 1997).
One local foundation that may provide support is The Steeg Family Foundation.
This foundation was established in 1955 and in 2001 gave $43,250 to 18 organizations.
The purposes and activities they generally support are arts, higher education, Jewish
organizations, youth leadership programs and rehabilitation of young delinquents. They
provide funds for general operating support and the primary giving area is New Orleans
(Lunn and Jacobs, 2002).
With their focus on culture and the arts, they may be sympathetic to the museum.
In 2001, they provided several organizations with $3000-1500 each (guidestar.org). The
NDDM would probably be able to receive a modest amount, probably about $2,000, of
the needed fhnds.
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Another foundation that would be of interest to The National D-Day Museum
would be Sybil M. and D. Blair Favrot Family Fund. It was established in 1960 and in
2000 they provided $113,923.62 in grants including $5000 to NDDM (guidestar.org).
They give to arts, education, health services and federated giving programs. They
provide general and operating support, annual campaigns, and even endowments. Their
primary giving is in New Orleans (Lunn and Jacobs, 2002). It is obvious that they place
value in the mission of The National D-Day Museum as they have already provided a
$5000 grant. In light of this, it may be feasible that they may consider another gift.
The Ella West Freeman Foundation is another organization that may provide
funds. This organization provides monies for community development, education,
environmental causes and cultural organizations. They give primarily in the New
Orleans area (Eckstein, 2001).
This organization provides large grant amounts to various institutes. Their
donation range varies greatly. Donations can range from multi-year promises as high as
$1.25 million to single gifts of only $1,500. The Ella West Freeman Foundation also
provides matching grants (guidestar.org). I believe that the museum may be able to
obtain a five year promise and they may even provide the entire amount to supply the
additional personnel, but the best approach may be to request a matching grant of $3,600
a year for five years. With the large sum of the grants provided by the organization, the
requested amount, in comparison, would be very small.
It would also be realistic for the development department to ask The Ella West
Freeman Foundation for a larger amount toward the capital campaign. If they are
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provided with a larger amount, a portion of the funds could reasonably be used to finance
the collections staff member.
The final organization that the museum should seek funds from is the Union
Pacific Foundation. It is a corporate foundation whose parent company is Union Pacific
Railroad. They give only to areas that the company operates in; in which New Orleans is
included (Murry, 2001). They provide funds in four basic categories: education; health
and human services; community and civic; and fine arts (guidestar.org). With Union
PacifIc's history of donating in the New Orleans area and to history related organizations,
they would be a good candidate for funds. In 2000, donations ranged from $200-250,000
with many falling in the $5,000-10,000 range. It would be reasonable to apply for
$7,000-10,000 in grant money.
Money generated from these grants would provide the necessary funds for the
additional staff member. While it is not realistic to expect to receive all the funds
requested, if a portion is received each year and NDDM reapplies the next year, this
could be practical solution to help with the new gallery opening.
It is imperative that these grant monies are sought out to provide for this

temporary collections position. It is important to talk to the veterans today, because their
generation is dwindling and their unique perspective on this momentous era on will be
lost forever. There is a very small percentage offamilies who can provide the necessary
facts regarding the artifacts donated after the veteran has passed away. The inability of
the family to provide perspective and the rapid death rate of the veterans are evident
when looking at the types of objects on display in the European and Pacific galleries. In
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the Pacific display, there is a larger percentage of archival material used to tell the stories
than is in the European gallery, which relies more on three-dimensional objects.

CHAPTER 5 - INTERN'S EFFECTS

With the lack of staff in the department, my presence was greatly appreciated. By
having another person to perform routine tasks, the department was able to function more
smoothly and efficiently.
Processing deeds of gift is an important part of the collections department duties.
With the lack of staff, the time it takes for the department to send out completed deeds to
the donor can take over a month. It was not uncommon for items to have been awaiting
deeds for several months. While there, I processed many deeds, thus allowing the
collections staff to perform tasks that were often pushed to the side.
Another continuous task in the department is the processing of library donations.
On a few occasions, I would go to the shelf that held library donations and process all of
those awaiting letters and then file them in the correct location. This process could easily
take two days to complete, and quickly, the shelf would collect more items, ready to start
the process over again. By completely empting the shelf on those occasions, it became
easier for the collections staff to manage the large influx of these, by processing a few
every couple of days.
The contribution I am most proud of is bringing the Rediscovery database up to
date. By having an up to date, searchable database, artifacts become much easier to
retrieve. This database had been pushed aside for so long that bringing it up to date
seemed insurmountable. The staff had been adding items into the database little by little,
but I had the time to work on it for generally 10-14 hours a week. Now that the database
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is completed, it only takes a small amount of time each week in order to keep it updated
so that it does not fall behind again.
Again, with the lack of manpower, the department was unable to properly pack
artifacts as they came in. I often also spent another 10-14 hours a week properly packing
artifacts. This packing included textiles, archival and three-dimensional artifacts. By
having the time to do it right, I was able to help ensure the survival of these artifacts for
future generations.
Finally, my work with The National D-Day Museum did not stop when my
internship was complete. I currently try to volunteer one day a week for four hours.
While this time is very short in comparison to 40 hours a week I spent there during my
internship, I feel that with all of the training the staff gave me, it would be wrong not to
help them. By returning each week, I am able to use the training they gave me to help
them.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the twelve weeks I spent at The National D-Day Museum was velY
educational and enlightening. This experience confirmed my belief that this is the type of
work I am meant to do. When one can vacuum dead insects out of a World War II
backpack and still enjoy what they are doing, they know that this is their path in life.
With the respect that the staff gives to interns, the museum offers a valuable experience
for all those who have the opportunity to work there.
It is surprising that an organization as recognized and respected as NDDM has

such a small collections staff. This is the result of the rapid growth that the museum was
not prepared for. I feel that in the future this will be remedied, but it is important that it is
done soon, before there is burnout among the staff
If the staffing issue is addressed properly, the department will run more
efficiently. Currently the staff works long hours trying to maintain the large influx of
artifacts. Only through appropriate staffing can the museum meet its obligation to the
artifacts and the public. When attendance increases to projected 500,000 visitors per
year, this additional income should be used to finance staffing for the collections
department. While all departments are important for the success of the museum, it is the
collections department that cares for the artifacts that people come to see. Without
proper staffing levels to handle the artifacts, the museum cannot exist. Within the next
five years, this staffing deficit should be resolved gradually, by adding one person at a
time. If one staff member were added each year for the next five years, the department
would be able to run both efficiently and effectively.
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The NDDM does have a bright future. Even once all of the veterans have passed
away, their children and future generations will come to see the great accomplishment of
these men and women who fought to make the world free from oppression and tyranny.
By maintaining the present interpretative focus, patrons of the museum 100 years from
now can still feel the personal connection of those that fought the Great War 160 years
before.
Finally, shortly after the end of my internship, Dr. Stephen Ambrose lost his long
battle to lung cancer. He was a man with a great vision. Veterans of World War II, their
families and any who love freedom and appreciate its great cost are grateful for his work.
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Collections Department Job Descriptions
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THE NATIONAL D-DAY MUSEUM
Position Description
Classification:

Curator of Collections

Working Title:

Curator of Collections

Status:

Full Time

Report To:

Vice President of Operations

.Job Summary:
Reporting to the Vice President of Operations, the Curator of Collections is responsible
for the development, management, preservation and interpretation of the Museum's
artifact, and archival holdings. As head of the Collections Department, the Curator of
Collections supervises collections staff, volunteers and interns, prepares the collections
department budget, and coordinates with staff Exhibits Committee the planning,
production and installation of core and temporary exhibits.

Responsibilities:
1. Solicits objects for the collections and responds to donation, purchase and loan
offers
2. Oversees collections development, documentation, registration, preservation and
storage including conducting oral history interviews
3. Supervises Collections Department staff, volunteers, and interns
4. Prepares Collections Department policies, and procedures
5. Develops Collections Department budget and approves department purchases
6. Coordinates and participates in special and core exhibit design, research, and
installation
7. Responds to inquires and comments about artifacts and exhibits

Qualifications:
1. Masters Degree in Museum Science, History or related field.
2. Five years experience as Curator of Collections
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3. Knowledge of collection management procedures especially object
documentation, registration, preservation, storage, and object database programs
4. Strong verbal and written communication skills; Ability to communicate with
people of diverse ages and background
5. Ability to handle multi-tasks simultaneously
6. Knowledge of World War II history and material culture
7. Work involves mobility throughout the Museum offices and working at a desk in a
typical office environment

Signature of employee

Date

Name of employee (print or type)

I

r

Si20ature of Supervisor

Date

Sam Wegner
Name of Supervisor (print or type)

~
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THE NATIONAL D-DAY MUSEUM
Position Description
Classification:

Collections Assistant

Working Title:

Collections Assistant

Status:

Full Time

Report To:

Curator of Collections

Job Summary:
Reporting to the Curator of Collections, and directly supervised by the
ColiectionslExhibits Manager the Collections Assistant is an entry level position for a
recent graduate with a degree in Museum Science, History or a related field with a desire
to gain practical experience in the museum profession. The Collections Assistant is
primarily concerned with the processing of new accessions to include contacting and
scheduling donors, inventorying collections and preparing Deeds of Gift.

Responsibilities:
5. Act.s as an assistant to the Collections Department.
6. Prepares inventories and Deeds of Gift on new accessions
7. Assists with answering and returning phone calls.
8. Assists with scheduling of donor appointments.
9. Assists with the installation and maintenance of exhibitions.

] O. Performs other duties and special projects as assigned by supervisor or
Collections/ Exhibits Manager.

Qualifications:
6. Bachelors degree in Museum Science, History or related field.
7. Working knowledge of computerized word processing
8. Demonstrated desire to obtain practical experience in the Museum Profession
9. Desire to learn standard museum practice in records keeping and object handling.
10. Outstanding ability to communicate with people.
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11. Ability to work as a team member.
12. Strong organizational skills.

Signature of Emplovee

Date

JEREMY COLLINS
Name of Emplovee (print or type)

Signatu re of Supervisor

PAULA USSERY
Name of Supervisor (print or type)

Date
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THE NATIONAL D-DAY MUSEUM
Position Description
Classification:

Collections Intern

Working Title:

Collections Intern

Status:

Volunteer

Report To:

Curator of Collections

Job Summary:
Reporting to the Curator of Collections, and directly supervised by the
CollectionslExhibits Manager the Collections Intern is a student pursuing a degree in
Musewn Science, History or a related field with a desire to gain practical experience in
the musewn profession. The Collections Intern is primarily concerned with the
processing of new accessions to include contacting and scheduling donors, inventorying
collections and preparing Deeds of Gift. In order to gain the maximwn experience during
their limited tenure the intern will participate in as many diverse activities ofthe
collections department as possible. The collections department will be mindful that the
collections intern is a student as well as an employee and will endeavor to explain the
underlying principals as well as the practical details for all work assigned.

Responsibilities:
11. Acts as an assistant to the Collections Department while gaining valuable
knowledge and experience in the musewn field.
12. Prepares inventories and Deeds of Gift on new accessions
13. Assists with answering and returning phone calls.
14. Assists with scheduling of donor appointments.
15. Assists with the installation and maintenance of exhibitions.
16. Performs other duties and special projects as assigned by supervisor or
Collections/ Exhibits Manager.

Qualifications:
13. Student pursuing a Bachelors or Masters degree in Museum Science, History or
related field.
14. Working knowledge of computerized word processing
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15. Demonstrated desire to obtain practical experience in the Museum Profession
16. Desire to learn standard museum practice in records keeping and object handling.
17. Outstanding ability to communicate with people.
18. Ability to work as a team member.
19. Strong organizational skills.

Signature of Intero

Date

Name of Intern (print or type)

Signature of Supervisor

'---'
I

Date

PAULA USSERY
Name of Supervisor (print or type)

I
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Appendix B
Brochure
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World War n in Europe began in 1939
when Germany started expanding its
territories. From the successive invasions
of PoLmd, then Norway and Denmark,
France and finally the Sov~t Union. it
appeared that the political future of
Europe would be dominated by totalitarian
Germany. At first, the weapons.
equipmrnl and tactics of the Wehrmacbt
~med unbeatable as the German
military accomplished its strategic goals
quiddy and efficiently. By summer 1942.
most of the European continent was
under Hitler's control and Germaoy was
poised threateningly near the oil-rich
Middk East. In those dark days before
Slalingrad and EI A1amein, the world had
every reason to believe that Hitler's
legions would continue to march.
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Hov.-ever, the progress of GenTIan expan
sion stalled in late 1942 and then turned
into full retreat on all fronts. In 1943, the
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North .'.inca and their invasion of Soviet
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THE STEWART FAMilY
SPIRIT SUPPORTS OUR
NATIONAL MUSEUM
This issue's "Donor Profilc· features native
~ew Odeanians Frank B. Stewart, Jr. and
his wife Pauletll:. The Stewarts were
instrumental in turiling Thc National D
Day Muscwn from an idea to a reality and
they continue to guarantee the Museum's
3UCCCS5 witlJ their time and energy.
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Normandy· (.onli""..dI",m fage 1

THE HAnOHAL lHIAY MUSEUM FOUR
DATUm BOARD Of DIRECTORS
:lOO11'2602
Herschel L Abllalt, Jr.
Dr. Stephen E. Amhmse
Hugh Ambrose
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Dr. Douglas Brinkley

Paul O. Buckley
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Or. leonard L Bums
Tue Hon. Jacqn9lynB. Clarl<soil
.JoIm J. Cfltdaro
W. E. ~Billr ~I:. Jr.
Arthur U O.aVis, FAlA

William M. Detweiler
Hon. Hunt fIowoef
Alan I. Franco
Howanl c. Gaille$
_,I!!ro!1l& GQ!d an
Rem 1. Hensoi1

Russia had fallen to pieces. By July the Allies Md invaded Sicily then in September, Italy
itself. Then in early 1944 the Germans were attack.:<! on their eastern front in S<Jviet
Russia and on their southern iront through Italy. Under those ciraun.~tanccs, Allied lead
ers decided that the time was right to open yet another fmntto accelerate th~ collapse of
N:ui Germany. This was the beginning of Operation Overlond -the Normandy Inva'ion.
The operation would be massive and its objectn.-es intimidating. In addition to taking
on a skilled and determined lOe,Allied forces would be a.%aulling a beavily fortifi(d coast
line of concrete, steel, barbed wire and land mines. The Overfond plan was relatively
straightfonvand-American and British airborne forres would secure the bridges and
road networks of the beach flanks followed by a direct assault O'''er open beaches Jt dawn.
In the execution not only did the scattered airborne element suffer high casualties but the
rombat engin=s and the infuntry suffered too, particularly at Omaha Beach. Allied GISII
alties totaled 10,000 killed, wounded or missing on DDay. Of those killed, 3,393
Aml'riGlJL, made the ultimate sacrifice for the cause of liberating the pt.'Ople of Europe. By
the end of D-Day, Hitler's"Atlantic Wall" had been breached and Allied annies were firmly
emrenched on the soil of the European rontinent.
War correspondent Ernie Pyle began his June 12, 1944 nationally S}'Ildicated colWllD
with these words: "In this column I want to tell you what the opening of the second fmm
entailed, SO rhat ycu car, know and appreciate and ·furever be humbly grateful to iliose
hoth dead and alive who did it for you."
ThursdaY.lune 6th is the 58th annivffiaIy of I)·Day at NornJandy: On this occasion,.
we reflect on wbaJ a generation did 'ill j'-ean; ago to liberate a continenL

SUsan O. He:is

MaMn L Jacobs
Johll J. lVlIIy
John P. Laborde
OGe!t Robe!tJ Koeh, USA (Ret)
John £. KushOf.r

'S\JeIfff Hany lee
~,,Iames . livintstoo, USMC (Ret.}
Dr Ralph luP"1
CommooQllllbomas J. Lupo
Nolan A. MarsbaJ~ Sr.
Gordon H. "Nitj:" ~
Dr. GtegoIy M. O'Brien
~i" R' Reilly, Sf:
The flon. Ja Illes E. SingJelon
Thomas Snedeker

Ted G. SoloffiOlt
lclmes H. St.one
David R. Voelker
fed Wegg~and

F.lizabeth M. Williams

Stewart - C<JTllimteJf"'''' pt:rg' I
Mr. Stewart;s a respected businessman and community leader who has recei,"~
dw£llS of honors for his business and ~ivic achievements. When asked to help create the
Museum, he said that he was willing and able to support the deveiopmenL "It b<:came one
of the proudest civic and charitable in\"lllvem~nts we have ever participated in," he said
and, '\w felt thh would commemorate the contributions and sacrifices of so many to
protect our children. grandchildren, and all the generations to come."
Mrs. Stewart is Chair of the 2002 Victory Ball Committee. When invited to help Wlth
the Victory Ball last yt'ar, she told us that she just rould not say no. She reflected on the
memory of her father, jules K. de la Vergoe, and his Pacific service as a nayal officer and
the huge sacrifice and courage of service people and the families at home.
He wit nessed the raising of the American flag at I\\"o lima from the bridge of hi>
transport ship and was in Tokyo HarlJor at the s.igning of the peace treaty. Mrs. Stewart
was a small child at the time, bUI she saved her father's letters wTittcn during the war. as
well as some small artifacts that he sent her with the letters. '!bere W(fC shells from
Saipan, pictures, and other memorabilia from his sen'ice in the Pacific. 1.;lSt year she
donated some of her deceased father's items to our collection. and bricks 113\'( been
engraved in his honor.
Paulette and [Tank fdt this was a great opportunity 10 do something ''CrT meaningfuJ
for their community and for tho.« who risked and gaVl: their lives for our freedom. They
further agret' that the memory of Mr. de Ja Vergne and the oplJOflunity to commemorate
his life contributed to their desire to support tbe Museum.
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Beat the Heat this Summer
at the Museum
The National D-Day Museum is buzzing\vilh exciting summer aCliYities this lune and
luly. With lecrurcs, music, movies, and a special kids' weekend, there will be somcthing
for everyone on Higgins Drive. The summer Starts with Ihe 58th anniversary of D-Day,
which also happens to be the Museum's 2nd birthday. loin our celebration on June 6th,
complete with live patriotic music, re-enactors, and a delicious birthday cake. That
evening we will present a rare scrcc.ning of Sleven Spielberg's "Saving Private Ryan" in
the Museums Malcolm S. Forbes The.ater. Come relive this Academy Award-winning
fUm in its big screen format.
Our popular. twice-monthly Lunchbox Lecture series continues with presentations on
U-boats in the Gulf, the 60th anniversary of Guadakanal, and the films of WWII.
Spend yOUT lunch break at the Museum exploring something new! The Living History
Corps-our group of volunteer reenactors-will be showing their weapons, uniforms,
and gear the second Saturdal' of every month this summer. Cbeck out the calendar of
events on Olll· web"itc at www.ddaymuscum.org for details about these and other
upcomi;lg Museum activities.
,'\.Iso this summer, the Museum is plea...ed to announce Home Front Days. Atwo-day event
on the July 13-14 weekend, Home Front Days will introduce children and adults to life on
the home front during WWII. Bring the kids to the Museum's Louisiana Memorial
Pavilion lor band~-on activities, induding planting a Victory GaTden, spotting enemy air
craft, designing propaganda posters, making radio sound effects, shopping with ration
coupons, training in a junior boot camp, and learning to swing dance. Special evening
progt"3msinclude a New Orleans home fmnt slide show and a lecture on f.ajuns during
WWlI. Comelearn how we did our part here at home lor victory abroad! f'Or more inicr
mation,call (504) 527-601 2, ext_2Li.

Summertime
Calendar of Events
Offers Something
for Everyone
JUNE 2002
5 lIInclJllml L"t1Dre. The 1lnlf0lTllS
ullJ..Day
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dOlmtloniS. CcQ:essioos avatiab!efor
purtha3e. U10 I'M.
• 8 ~ HislJny 1:01'\15
The Cocps will portfayf.le fnly. Amlylir
CQrps, N.w. -and Cuast Gua", of lhe Eompean
l!Jealllr. 11:00 AM ~ 3:00 PM, looisfa!UI

Memorial Pavilion.
~ 15 VIcIofy ItaII
SeaJnd 800lllJI blatk-tie fundlllisa" fw lile
Matimal D-Day MlJsesJm. Cocktails, dinner,
and dantmg !ealwiflg a rock and mil revue.
Call t504l5l7-6011 ~ 226 CO tetelw n
invitation. 1,30 - midnight Hilt.otI RMrsids
Hotl!lIlaI/llDu.
• ., J.undDJx lactJn: Opemtion Metr:trry
The Genilan AirIxIme lmasioo of em
Nick I.9nmo discusses the'Mldd'sfim alr
borne-entv operation. l:lKldut1ed wittlout Iff/

land 01' sea rein1nn'.emeots.
12.-00 - 1:00 I'M. rree.
~ 21 Br
CoIleIlrt Band
Pamoln: music from this worllklass Indlana .
concert band. 2:00 - 3:00 PM. FJIle.
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The National D-Day Museum welcomes OUI new members who joined January 1through March 31,2002.
We appreciate your support and commitment to the .Museum's mission. Thank you for your support!
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The National
D-Day Musewn's
2nd Annual
Victory Ball

Mark your calendars! The National
D- Day Museum would l.ikr you and your
guests ro join us as we commemorate
the 2nd anniversary of the Museum's
Grand Opening. To cdebrate this
achievement. we hope you will attend the
Victory Ball on Saturday evening,
June IS, 2002 at 7;00 pJIL in the Grand
Ballroom of the Hilton Riverside
Hotel This pr's Vicrory Ball theme is
"Let's Roll ... and Rock." You will enjoy
cocktails. dinner and dancing along with
a "Roll and Rod: Revue:'
Become a patron or sponsor and attend
our special Patron Party on June 14.
2002 at 7:00 pm. ~ fun and casual affair
complete with food, music and special
reenactments, including a special
appearance by our own General
George S. Patlon!
Your attendance wiD ensure funding for
the MU.<;CUffi'S annual operating budget
as well as planning for the "Center for
the Study of the American Spirit" 'rbe
Center will lead a natIOnal effort to
advance education and research on the
World War 11 years.
If you would like to receive 3I! invitation
the Victory Ball. plea.<;e caJj
(S(}t) 527-60 12 at. 23 J.
We look rurward to seeing you there.
[0
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A-2 Flight Jacket to Highlight
Three-Month Exhibit
Beginning with the amphibillW invasion
ofNonh • llIl Nooicnber 7) 1942, and
ending witJ:J the surreoda of German
f<>ras on lay 1, 1945,ArnerialO troops
onland,sea an(Un lbeaiT,libe:ale:d ullJ
lions from the Thin! Rl.'idJ's reign of fear
aDd JlI'l'l.SSion. 'Ii> cclebrate the servia
and &a<:riEce of
Americans who
fOught a¢nsl HltJea fonrs, The Nati1lnaI
D-1Jlly Museum has organiud a rhree
month 6peciaI edI.ihit:im:t. uAmeri.cB

the enemy desunded on Midway. In the
main engagement of the battle, us N""l' SHD
Dauntless dive-bombers sank four Japanese
aircraft carriers and a heavy cruiser. [n
addition to those losses, American forces
de;truyed 332 Japanese aircraft. About 2,500
Japanese sailors and airmen perished in the - . · 3 _........... """ - - , it'~_"_
battle. American 1= on the other hand
_~Jj_"""",.
were much more moderate. The Japanese sank two US ships during the battle: the
destruyer USS Hammann (DD-412) and the 19,8()()-ton aircraft carrier USS Yorktown
(CV-5). 'Ine United States also lost 147 combat aircraft as wdl as 307 soldiers, sailors
and Marines.

UllI_
_"""' __..

!'Yfidway was more than just a tactical defeat fur Japan-it was also a spectacular miJitar¥
disaster that reversed the strategic roursc of the war in the Pacific. \'(rth only light losses,
American lorces stopped a ten-year period of]apanese territorial expansion at Midwa)'.
Afler the battle, the Japanese had to defend territory as the United Stales went on the
otlensive. Tuesday, June 4th marks the 60th anniversary of tlJios d,'Ci.sive and dramatic
engagement The Museum's new D-Day Invasions in the Pacific exhibit includes a short
fIlm dealing with this impurtant battle and discussion of the in"asions that followed it

SIJikes: The CampaipJ to LibetaJe.

Octh AfrK:a md E.urope." froro the
Museum's growingarlifaa and armiY'.u
aiIleGtioo:;. One at the featured artifacts is
the A-l fIigIn jackrt of 9th Air F.lrte Pilot,
Captain Richard L. Gates.. Mr. Gates
donated this pmonaI artifact to l1Je
National D-Da)' Museum in 2(100. Hcwore
this A·2 flight jadct:tduring his missions
over Ei1rope between April J944 and
MardJ.l9!l5. GaleS ~ "the day I took
my last
al1Wane (Unimsity).•
Accepted itun the,Marion Cadet program
in june(){ 1942,he~1UsWings and
rommission in Mardi 1943. Arriving in
England in l~ruary 1944, Gatts was
"attadJed to the-9th _o\ir r~ 409th Bomb
Group ;Iud Mist Squadroo..'" /:Ie Hew W
A-20, 2 medium bornber that could carry
up to 4000 ponnds efQon:Jbs. "The A-20
was a very good. mechanically sound
aircraft- It could take an awflliiol of
punishment and was easy to fiy; Our
tour ""as 65 missions, but the)' gave a
mission and a quarter t:redit far those
you flew as lead, 5<)1 was able to finish at
61." The special exhibition opt'ns at The
National D-Day MIlSeUDl on fllne 6, 2002.

=

ED

NO YOU CAN
HAVE PI UR
OF Y UK ERO'
BRICK TO SHARE!
The photo. which is in a special frame with The National D-Day Museum l<>go, is available
for S10 including shipping md handling. It will be mailed to you within two weeks of
your order. If you are interested. please complete this loml and mail it with your payment
to: Road to Victory, 945 Mag:vine Street, New ()rle-~ns, L\ 70130.
Or you can fax your order to (504) 527-6088.

Name of Hero that appears on the brick:.
_
Please make check or money order payable to The National D-Day Museum.
Please charge to my credit card: :J Visa
Mastercard 0 Amex 0 Discover
Card #
Exp. Date

a

Cardholder
Signature

_

-~_

.

~~~~~

Your Name

.

Mailing address

_

City
Phone

State
Email'-

_

Zip

_
_
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1a e dvantage of Summertime Mu eum tore Values
A. Designed especially for the MIL,eum, this
wonderful resin modd of an lCVP measures
about eight inches long and features a small crew.
This model comes with the stand and is ready
for display
Sll.OO.ltcm /15525. (Members price: 59.90)
B. Also n"'" at the Museum Store is the long awaited
December 7th Dcdica.tiOD ,~dt"O. \'Trth a ")tIning
time of 1 hour and 49' minutes. ·Waves of Glory"
features the leenactment on Lake Pontchartrain.
the D··Day Mll5eUffi Paciiic ex.lubit Opening
C<:remonics and the Veterans Parade.
$1 1.1)1). Item #5288. (Members price: $9.90)

C. Steven Sp:c1berg and Stephw E. Ambrose, in
association with The XatioITai D·Day Museum.
present "Price for Peace:' directoo by James Moll.
This 9O·minute film tells the story of the Pacific
War from the "icw point of Veterans from both
sides of the War.
S19.95.ltem #5555. (Members price: $17.95)

Call 504-527-6012. ext 244 or checkout
...ww.ddaymuseum.org to place your ordeL

c.

Making a Difference:
Creative Ways to Leave
Your Own Legacy
By leaving a bequest to Th( ~ational D-Day Museum in your will
you have lhe opponunit y to provide yuW'Sdf. your loved ones and
The National D-Day Museum with a lasting benefit.

At

the sam.:

time you will preserve an enduring legacy of heroism and
colll.Gl.itment to your couillry. To Jearn more about how you can
make a las:ing difference at The :-lationai D-Day Museum. please
call (504) 527-6012 ext. 261 or e-mail anncm@ddaynlU5eum.org

ror your free oop}' of Making a Diffm.nce: Crca,;~~ Ways to Leave
YOUT

Own Legacy. All inquiries are held in the strictest confidcna:

with no expectation of a commitment.
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JULY 2082
• 4 FourtII at llIy
Celebrate ll1e FtDl/tll 01 July wiU1 a visillD The
NatIoliallJ-t)aJ Museum. Music I'IIIf Cllmptele
l!le telelllaliDn. l1Jl LMng ffi6\lJl1~ will
pOOray tbe Anny. Navy. and Marines llftlle
PacifIC Theater.
• 10 \.uni;hbol1..et:lJlre, RetratrJiI/J!
Otdets. MetJaJs.1WfJ lJectJtatilNlS lifl\WD
Museum stalter step!lell elUlinlre win diSCuss

vau

aJld preseIIt the vanoos awal1ls 110m the
maiof~lpanlS of the EiJIOIlellIl Theatre,
witb an emplJasis on !he United Slall!s.
Germany. llJe Suilel Uilion, an4 Gteal Brihlip.
11:00 - 1:00. Free.
• 12 lecIure: New (Jt1eaIls Dunn, the War
local historian Mluy I.nu WHlmarllll!Sfllll:i a
sftde slIow allllectIml tleStnlling rife M the
Home Front. in N!!w 0IIea1lS,
7:30 - 8:30 I'M. Fr!e.
• 13-14 IIome FroM Days
Al'MJ-dey event lhat will i~ tf1iIdl!Sl
and aduhs lIJ Rfe 011 the ttone RUlli dmlng
fIWll. ~;8nds-oo 3dJYities will illcIade plllfll·
log a YidJlly Gardeo, splitting planes, swiIlg

danel"&. aoo going "'rough a lIIinl botIt

camp. 10:00 AfiII-!I:OO"". Free with
MlI5l!I\Q1 adlllisS!Ofl.

THe: NATiONAL
D-DAY MUSEUM
NEW ORLEANS

(504) 527.jj()12
(504) 527-ro88 Fa1

~ 13 l.8cblre: Cajl/JIS ill liM
SIlane Ilefnl\nJ. Histerian and Am/rivist lllihe
'MdlhenR1 ~pany, ~ C8il/lls during
lhewaryears. 6:30 - 7-30 I'M. flee.
t 24 I.IindllIol ~ U-Bailts ({l ffIe
GIJIf; NeYr UiSctNeiit5
The. d~ of the wI'id< of 1J..l6li iii 2001
led til a revtSIOII nl1be1rclditllmal~ ~

SllIIY oflhe IJ.-boat's sinking, C/xtIe 0\l:5enIe
tbe-fiOlh an~ llftll9 siRllingd 11-1.66
'lrI jolnmR I)..Oay MtIsetlm ReseaJdJ HlSlonan
Martin Morgan for a pre$enlalion ~Iuring
never before seen phoWglap!ls of 11-166 8JJa
ils crew. l2:IlO - 1:00 PM. fnIe.

AUGUST
• 10 1Jv~1lisb1 tfqJs
The Corps willllQllJlly opposing squads 01 ~

US Mny lsllilfantJY 0Msf0n and ttJe. Gennan
4th Plir,mGrenadiei Reilitneflt uf tl1e SS.
) 14 1JInI:bboJ lJIcIure; GuaiJalcsll8!
Capt Ra.Jacobs (IISHR. Rel) WIll distllss
this Pac.lic RaV<lf,a/Il(i1ib;ous' G8JIllI8ign Ihat
took JllaI:e over six months in 1ll42.
Jioo •1.-00 I'M. Flfa

• 28 1lIlctIm: ~

IftII1 Rims JIieIJ and Now

r,.

WWII ~ been theGUbjlGt ofcoolllless IIik
f!IllJJ .Gtiiidalcan21lliarrto Savin(
~ lloIIywoad s l1P.alJllen~ uf tile . . has
IflicIerpe llIany c1Iauge& ~ MusaIft
RlJSelIrnh llI$todan MaItin Morgan will peseIll
a1eI:lte thai ~ this mtflestilla lIolhlg

mnnt evoIuliln. lli)O • l-(\O PM. F,.

Iklll'S

...

It"

Open ~ ~
.mfoMOpm
&Iused m MM Year's Day, Matdi Gra;.
Thanllsgi\;ng and CbrisbmIs

.

Ad.SlOJIO

Seniln (6&:1-) and ~ lfilb 10: $6.00

Cbildten 8gllS 5 to I7l $5.00
CIlII!IM under 5: FREE
Mem~fRfI

Active or Relidld MiIbJy with K), $6.00
Military ID UnifOrm: FREE
'$peujal tliSl:oom raIes

JiX~ gnlJPS..ncr lI'DllI!
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Appendix C
Collections Management Policy
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THE NATIONAL
D·DAY MUSEUM
NEW ORLEANS

The National D-Day Museum
Collections Management Policy
I. Purpose

The National D-Day Museum aspires to collect, preserve, exhibit, and interpret artifacts
relating to the June 6, 1944 invasion ofNonnandy, France and other amphibious
operations during World War II. These artifacts are collected pursuant to the mission of
the Museum:

The National D-Day Museum
Celebrates the American Spirit,
the teamwork, optimism, courage, and sacrifice
ofthe men and women who won World War II
and promotes the exploration and expression
ofthose values byfuture generations.

The Board of Directors and staff of The National D-Day Museum recognize that
collections management is an important responsibility of the Museum and this is reflected
in the Museum's Code ofEthics.
The purpose ofthis document is to establish the Museum's policies and the
responsibilities of the Museum board and staff as they relate to the Museum's collections.

II. Collections Objectives

The Museum shall collect artifacts which facilitate the fulfillment ofthe Museum's
mission.
The Purpose for creating the collections shall be:
2. To preserve the artifacts and history associated with amphibious operations during the
Second World War, 1941-1945;
3. To create pennanent and temporary exhibits relevant to the mission of the Museum;
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5. To fulfill the interpretive, educational, and outreach programs conducted by the
Museum;
6. To create and maintain a research collection and other reference materials pertinent to
the mission of the Museum;
The highest priority in collecting will be given to the following:
6. Collections materials relating to all facets of the June 6, 1944 invasion of Nonnandy,
France and collections materials relating to other amphibious operations during
World War II, 1941-1945;
7. Collections materials relating to the United States Anned Forces, 1939-1945;
8. Collections materials relating to the anned forces of other nations, 1939-1945;
9. Collections materials relating to home front activities, 1939-1945;
10. Collections materials relating to U.S. war production effort, 1939-1945;
The Museum may collect other materials relating to the mission of the Museum only on
the recommendation of the Museum Director or the Curator of Collections.

III. DeJegation of ResponsibiJities
Board of Directors

The Board of Directors of The National D-Day Museum is responsible for the Museum's
collections. In accordance with the Museum's adopted Code ofEthics, the board ensures
that:
"the museum's collections and programs and its physical, human, and financial
resources are protected, maintained, and developed in support of the Museum's
mission"
"professional standards and practices infonn and guide museum operations"
"policies are articulated and prudent oversight is practiced"

Staff

The Museum Director delegates the management of the collections program to the
Curator of Collections. The Curator of Collections is charged with the daily care of the
collection as well as future planning for its care and growth. The Museum Director and
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the Curator of Collections are responsible for ensuring that the Museum's Code ofEthics
is followed.

IV. Acquisition Policy
Definition
The acquisition process is defined as the discovery, preliminary evaluation, negotiation
for, taking custody of, documenting title to, and acknowledging receipt of materials and
objects.
Acquisition Criteria
All collections will be evaluated for acquisition by the following criteria.
1. The present owner(s) must have clear title to the objects being offered. The Museum

will not knowingly acquire for its collections any artifact that has been stolen,
illegally exported from its country of origin, or whose recovery involved the
unscientific or intentional destruction or damage to historic or archaeological sites.
However, the Museum may accept objects that have been confiscated and offered to it
by government authorities.
2. Acquisitions by purchase shall be made only after proper financing has been
arranged, and a fair market value established.
3. The Museum must be in a position to care properly for the proposed acquisition.
4. The significance of the material or objects must be determined.
5. All moral, legal, and ethical implications of the acquisition must have been
considered.
6. Title to all objects acquired for the collections should be obtained free and clear,
without restrictions as to use, exhibition, or future disposition.
7. The Museum may accept conditional gifts at the discretion ofthe Museum Director.
8. The acquisition must confonn to the Museum's collecting objectives.
Acqti.isitions Procedures
All contacts about potential acquisitions shall be made through the Museum Director
and/or Curator of Collections. No other staff member, volunteer, board member or others
associated with the Museum may obligate the Museum to the acceptance of any material
object without the approval of Museum Director or Curator of Collections.
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The Curator of Collections then follows the established museum procedures for recording
and evaluating the potential acquisition. The Curator of Collections shall document the
potential acquisition and determine whether the item meets the collections criteria.
Bequests to the Museum shall be handled as any other gift and must meet the same
collection criteria. Bequests which are inappropriate and do not fulfill the mission of the
Museum may be refused.
At the request of the staff, a member of the Board, the Museum Director or Curator of
Collections may be asked to review and evaluate any potential acquisition.
Collection Records
The Curator of Collections shall maintain pelmanent acquisition files that shall contain
all legal instruments and conveyances pertaining to each acquisition or source. These
records shall be kept according to professional museum standards and the procedures
recorded in the Museum's Collection Management Manual.
Appraisals
Staff members do not offer appraisals of the monetary value of material objects to
donors, or reveal the accession or book value, used for accounting and insurance
purposes.
Donors desiring to take an income tax deduction must obtain an independent appraisal.
At the request of a donor, the Curator of Collections may provide a list of regional
appraisers without recommending anyone appraiser, nor will Museum staff members
appraise or otherwise place a monetary value on objects casually brought to the Museum.
Deposits
The Museum does not accept, nor will it be responsible for the temporary deposit of an
artifact pending acquisition. If a donor wishes to donate an artifact, a decision will be
made immediately by the Director or Curator of Collections. If the Director or Curator of
Collections is unavailable, the artifact will be fully documented and the documentation
(not the artifact) presented to either ofthese individuals for approval. The donor will
then be contacted. If the artifact is accepted into the Museum's collection, the Museum
will incur all cost associated with transportation of that artifact to the Museum unless
other arrangements have been made in advance.

v.

Documentation and Care of the Collections

The Museum staff shall ensure that all collections in the Museum's custody are
inventoried, documented, protected, secured, unencumbered, and preserved according to
professional museum standards.
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The Museum staff shall maintain a permanent record of all accessions, including gift
agreements, and purchase receipts.
Acquisitions for the collections shall be accessioned promptly according to the
procedures and policies stated in the Collections Management Manual.
The Museum staff shall prepare duplicate copies of all registration documents, as
specified in the Collections Management Manual and ensure their deposit in a separate,
secure location.
The Museum assumes responsibility for the proper storage, protection, preservation, and
conservation of the objects in the care of the Museum, according to guidelines stated in
the Collections Management Manual.
Specific procedures based on professional standards for the appropriate care of the
collections shall be specified in the Collections Management Manual. This manual shall
be reviewed and updated as necessary.

VI. Lending and Borrowing
The Musewn shall, at times, have cause to borrow selected collections from other
museums, institutions, organizations, corporations, or individuals for inclusion in a
proposed exhibit or educational program. The Museum shall borrow only items for
which it has an immediate need. The borrowing period shall be specified as the time
during which the Museum needs the item, after which it shall be returned within 30 days
to its proper owner.
Each incoming loan must be processed and documented on the respective museum fornI,
which must be signed and dated by the borrower and lender.
The Museum shall provide insurance on all incoming loans recorded on the appropriate
loan agreement form. The Museum shall provide the same level of care to borrowed
collections that it provides to its own collection.
The Museum shall lend items from its collections to other museums and historical
societies for a period not to exceed two years. The loan may be renewed as appropriate.
The Museum will require the borrower to complete the appropriate museum forms as
well as The AAM Technical Information Service Standard Facility Report From and to
provide insurance for the item while in transit and at the bon'ower's institution.
The Museum shall ensure that all loan activities conform to its mission and public trust
responsibilities. AU loan activities shall be conducted in a manner that respects the
protection and preservation of cultural resources.
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VII. Security and Insurance

The Museum shall maintain a list of the Museum collections and the respective values for
insurance purposes. The Curator of Collections shall assign an estimated "accession
value" at the time of accessioning. The Curator of Collections shall maintain a current
inventory of the collections which includes the fair market value by collection. The
Museum staff shall strive to employ a qualified appraiser to conduct a periodic
reappraisal of its collections to include the current fair market value of its holdings. The
reappraisal should be conducted every ten years.
The Museum's collections shall be insured through The National D-Day Museum's
insurance company, Aon Risk Services of Texas, Inc. All collections shall be insured for
their fair market value and are protected "world wide and in transit."
The Museum shall strive to provide adequate security of its collections at all times. The
storage area shall be secured, with access only by approved museum staff. The Curator
of Collections shall ensure that proper inventory and security measures are followed for
the collections on exhibition.
VIII. Deaccesssion Policy

Defini60n
Deaccessioning is the process of removing an accessioned object permanently from the
collections. The deaccession process shall be cautious and deliberate.
Procedure
The Curator of Collections may recommend to the Director of The National D-Day
Museum the deaccessioning of material or an object if, in hislher best judgment, one or
more criteria for deaccession have been met. Such recommendations will be in writing
and will specify the source and/or provenance of the material or object, the reasons for
deaccessioning, the estimated market value, and the recommended means for disposal
which may include exchange, sale (negotiated, public auction, sealed bid), destruction, or
transfer to another museum, library or other appropriate site. Upon approval of the
Director, the recommendations will be forwarded to the Education & Collections
Committee of the Board.
The Education & Collections Committee will respond in writing approving or
disapproving and designating the suggested means of disposal.
Because the Museum holds its collections in trust for the public, the disposition of all
deaccessions will be recorded in the object files and will be a matter of public record.
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Deaccession Criteria
Museum collections to be considered for deaccession must meet at least one ofthe
following criteria:
1. The material or object is outside the scope or incompatible with the mission of the
Museum.
2. The material or object has failed to retain its identity or authenticity, and has
deteriorated to the point where it is beyond conservation.
3. The material or object has been lost or stolen and remains lost for more than two
years.
4. The material or object duplicates other objects in the collection.
5. The Museum is unable to provide proper care and storage for the object.
6. The material or object has doubtful potential use in the foreseeable future, or has
accidentally been accessioned twice.
7. The material or object has properties which may be harmful to staff or other artifacts
in the collection.

Restrictions
Before any material or object is reconunended for deaccessioning, or is deaccessioned,
reasonable efforts shall be made to ascertain that the Museum is legally free to do so.
Where restrictions to the disposition ofthe material or object are found, these procedures
shall be followed.
1. All efforts will be made to honor the restrictions, as long as they do not violate the
Code ofEthics.
2. If the restrictions cannot be complied with, the staff shall seek the advice oflegal
counsel.
No donated item shall be deaccessioned for any reason for two years after the date of its
acquisition (see U.S. Tax Reform Act of 1984 and I.R..S. regulations).
Ethics of Sale
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Materials and objects shall not be given, sold, or otherwise transferred, publicly or
privately, to the Museum employees, volunteers, officers, trustees, or their immediate
families or representatives.
The disposal of collections through sale, trade, or research activities is solely for the
advancement of the Museum's mission. The proceeds from these sales shall be placed in
a restricted museum collections fund for The National D-Day Museum. These funds may
only be used for the purchase, care, or conservation of artifacts.
The Museum shall ensure that all deaccessioning activities are conducted in a manner
that respects the protection and preservation of cultural resources and discourages illicit
trade in such materials. Such activities shall also conform to the Museum's mission and
public trust responsibilities.

IX. Access and Disclosure
The rV1useum shall ensure that access to the collections and related information is
permitted and regulated.
The Museum shall make its collections accessible to the public through its exhibits and
through scheduled appointments. Researchers who wish to examine objects in the
Museum's collection may contact the Museum in advance to make an appointment.
The Museum's collections policy and related records shall be available to donors, the
press, and other responsible parties. The Museum shall respond to public inquiries
promptly and make public disclosure of collections accessioned and deaccessioned in
annual reports, newsletters, and other publications.

X. Conflicts of Interest and Ethics
The Museum shall follow the Code of Ethics adopted on September 1, 1998.
The Museum will not sell to members of the Board of Directors, employees, or
volunteers, hereafter referred to as the staff, Museum artifacts falling within acquisition
guidelines stated in this policy. The Museum will not purchase artifacts falling within the
acquisitions guidelines from members of the Board, employees, or volunteers.
Members of the staff are discouraged from collecting privately in competition with the
Museum. No staff member may reproduce objects in the Museum's collection for private
dealing. This does not prohibit the pursuit of a craft or trade similar to those pursued by
the Museum so long as the products are not copies of museum artifacts and are not sold
as reproductions of objects related to the collection of the Museum.
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If a staff member purchases artifacts for personal use which fall within the collecting
policies of the institution, the staff member will offer the same to the institution for the
same price. A sales receipt must be kept by the employee documenting the price actually
paid. If the institution declines to purchase the object(s), the institution will have no
further rights to the object. If an object is manufactured by the employee as part of a
retail line, the Museum may purchase the object(s), at the retail cost or less.
Professional staff or employees of the Museum creating original works of literature while
acting within the scope of their employment will retain no title or interest in such "works
made for hire." Works made for hire are protected by U.S. copyright laws and may be
published and distributed by the Museum at any time. The Museum does not own the
copyright to works of literature which were not produced within the scope of
employment, even though such works rely upon research and study conducted with the
scope of employment. In all such cases of publication by employees, the Museum
requires a credit line acknowledging an indirect contribution.

XI. Approval of Policy
This policy has been recommended for approval by the Executive Committee of The
National D-Day Museum Board of Directors and was approved by the Museum's
Education/Collections Committee on September 1, 1998. This policy will be reviewed
annually and updated as needed.
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Appendix D
Deed of Gift Template and Cover Letter
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THE NATIONAL

D-DAY MUSEUM

IIlEW ORLEANS

DEED OF GIFT AND GRATUITOUS DONATION
Donor's Name:
Donor's Address:

Donor's Email:

Donor's Phone:

I (we) irrevocably and unconditionally give, donate, deliver, transfer and assign to THE
NATlONAL D-DAY MUSEUM FOUNDATlON, INC. (the "Museum") by way of gift and
gratuitous donation all right, title, and interests (including, without limitation, all applicable
copyright, trademark, and related intellectual property interests) in, to, and associated with the
property hereinafter described (the "Property"), to be used by the Museum at its unrestricted
discretion. I (we) affirm that I (we) own said property and that to the best of my (our) knowledge
I (we) have good and complete right, title, and interest (including, without limitation, all
applicable copyright, trademark, and related interests) to give.
I (we) agree that the object(s) will become part ofthe exclusive and absolute property of
the Museum and that it (they) may be managed in any ethical manner consistent with established
professional standards, Museum policy, and governmental regulations, with no restrictions on its
(their) use or disposition.
Description of the Property:

o (check box if additional descriptive information is attached)
Donor's Signature:

Date:

_

The Property is hereby accepted by the Museum.
THE NATIONAL D-DAY MUSEUM FOUNDATION, INC.
By:

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Date:- - - - - - - - -

Authorized Representative

945 Magazine Street, New Orleans, LA 70130
(504) 527-6012 www.ddaymu~eum,org t504) 527-6088-Fax
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Date
Name
Address
Dear
Thank you for your generous donation of World War II-era memorabilia to The National
D-Day Museum Foundation Inc. This institution "celebrates the American Spirit,
teamwork, courage and sacrifice of the men and women who won World War II," and
this donation certainly contributes to our ability to preserve and interpret the epic story of
America during the World War II years (1939-45).
Materials accepted into the Museum's collections are utilized for
permanent exhibits (such as The D-Day Invasions in the Pacific that
opened on December 7, 2001), special exhibitions, and research. They
are also available to other reputable museums on a temporary loan basis.
You will find enclosed two Deeds of Gift. Please sign and date in the places
indicated. Keep one copy for your records. Return the other copy in the envelope
provided.
Please be assured that this material will be cared for and preserved in
accordance with the highest professional museum standards. It is through
the generosity of individuals such as yourself that the Museum can
preserve and interpret the history of America's "Greatest Generation."
If I can be of any further assistance please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

Gordon H. "Nick" Mueller, PhD
President and CEO
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Appendix E
Curatorial Volunteer Manual
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Curatorial Vol1lDteer Manual

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Handling instructions
inventory form instructions
explanation of what we collect
mission statement
marking instructions?
6. steps in processing a donation
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General rules for handlioglmcning artifacts
Take your time. Do not rush when handling objects.
Never walk backward in the vicinity of artifacts. Always be aware of what is behind you and
how close you are to it.

wwn

Support artifacts when in transit. For example-move brittle
magazines by supporting
them in a box, box lid or between placed in a acid free file folder.
Never set artifacts directly on the floor.
Work on a clean and uncluttered surface so that all objects are accounted for.
Do not make any sudden or unnecessary movements while in the vicinity of collection objects.
Wear clean white cotton gloves when handling objects made from fabric, wood, metal, plant or
animal products.
"Never life an object by a handle or a protruding projection. Instead life an object by sliding 11
hand under the base of the object and steadying the body of the object with the other.
Never lift an object by it's handle or it's rim.
Never place heavy objects (such as shells) on top of light fragile objects (such as uniforms)
Do not drag an artifact across the floor. Find a cart or dolley for moving this.
Do not use inl<:. pens when working with objects. Use only pencils.
Do not overcrowd a carl or a table.
Ever place an object so that it extends past the edge of a table or cart surface.
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INSTRUCTIONS
ART.WACT~NTORYFORM

Step One - Donor's Name
Enter Donor's Name and address at top right hand of Artifact Inventory Sheet
Step Two - Object Name
Object Name-enter the noun that best describes this item for example
Suggested Noun Names are:
Book
Helmet
Photograph
Certificate
Boot
Med2J

Booklet

Step Tbree - Material
Enter in this blank what the object is made of;
examples of Material include
Silk
Cotton
Wool

Aluminum

Paper
Cardboard
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Step Four-Date
Enter either the specific date an item was created-for example a newspaper or a book will
have an exact date published or the approximate date an item was created. Due to our
subject matter our approximate date will be most often 1941-1945

Step Five:-Condition and Description
The description of the item should include information about the color (khaki, blue,
white) of the object,
the overall shape such as circular, rectangular, oval, etc.,
the specific style if appropriate, such as A-li.:le skirt or Ike jacket or Model designation
such as M-l for helmet type,
Titles of books and documents would be listed in this section
~,{anufaeturer's or

publisher's information if the object is stamped or printed with such

distinctive marks that would heLp identify the item in the event of an emergency,
and any personalization added after production,
Two examples of descriptions are as follows:
Map Case, German:
black leather with flap cover, two inside pockets and 2 writing pens, overallshape
rectangular, on interior of flap American donor inscribed his wwn service history
good to very good condition, leather creased & edges of flab cover _ _, shouId~r strap
missing
Manual, United States Army
Paper with cardboard cover, FM_ _lPub.

ConditionA list of conditio"n temlS and meanings is attached.

Conclusion
Sign your name under Inventory prepared by
Enter Date your completed the inventory of artifacts
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CONDmON TERMS

Begin by smnmarizing the state of condition with one oftbe following terms:
ExceUent-90% or more original fabric intact with practically no signs of wear, age,
fading, etc.

Very Good - 80% of original fabric remains with only minor wear, aging, fading,
minor tears, etc.
Good- 50% to 70% original fabric remains, shows noticeable allover age, creases,
fading, etc.
Fair- 30·-40% original condition, reflects much wear, aging, fading, scuffs, dents,
may have loose or missing parts, significant allover moth damage
Poor- condition is basically fragile with significant damage, must be handled with
great care due to brittleness, shattering, etc.

See attacbed list of condition terms and definitions to assist witb tbis portion
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Donor Name
Address

_
_

NATIONAL D-DAY MUSEUM
INCOMING ARTIFACT !NVEl'o'TORY

Materi.al

I. OBJECTNAME

_ _ _ Date

Condition & Description

2. OBJECT NAME

_

_ _ _ _ _ Date

Condition & Description

3.0BJECTNAME
_ _ _ _ _ Date

4.0BJECTNAME
_ _ _ _ _ Date

Material

Material

_
_

Condition & Description

_

_

_
_

_
_

.Material

Condition & Description

_

Invemory prc:;-pared by _

Date

_
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Donor Name =-_--::
Continuation Sheet #

1. OBJECT NAME

_

_ _ _ _ _ Date

_

_
_

Material

_

Condition & Description

_ _ _ _ _ Date

3.0BJECTNAME

_

_

Material

_

Condition & Description

_ _ _ _ _ Date

4.0BJECTNAME

- - - -_

_ _ _ _ _ Date

_

Material

_

Condition & Description

5. OBJECTNAME

_

_ _ _ _ _ Date

Donor Add.ress

Material

Condition & Description

2. OBJECTNAME

_
_

Material

_

_

CondJ.tion & Description

_

Inventory prepared by
Date
_

_

_

2
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UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
MEMORABILIA SOUGHT
The N.. tional O-Da}' Museum is actively seeking donations of original
World War II memorabilia from Marines who fought in the Pacific
War. The museum will open a Pacific War Gallery in 2001.
Among the items sought are:

782 gear - packs, knives, helmets, leggings, map cases, boots, combat
suspenders, canteens, mess kits
dungaree uniforms and selected dress uniforms
archival materials - manuals, orders, photographs, letters, island or unit
newsletters, scrapbooks, Marine Division histories
Japanese souvenirs - helme~, packs, uniforms, banners, flags, 1,000
stitch belts, swords, boots
personal memorabilia-medals, dog tags, pillow covers, window service
banners

Please contact Paula Ussery, Curator of ColJections, National D-Day
Museum to discuss donationsl 504-527-6012 ext. 2
UNITED STATES NAVY
MEMORABILIA SOUGHT

The National D-Day Museum is actively seeking donations of original
World War IT memorabilia from Navy personnel who fought in the
European and Pacific War amphibious invasions.
Among the items sought are:

field equipment-knives, helmets, leggings, boots, life belts
dungaree uniforms and selected dress uniforms, ditty bags, duffle bags,
sea chests
archival materials - manuals, orders, photographs, letters, ship
newsletters, scrapbooks, ship histories
Japanese or German military souvenirs - helmets, packs, uniforms,
banners, flags, 1,000 stitch belts, swords, boots, airplane parts
personal memorabilia-medals, dog tags, pillow covers, window service
banDers
Please contact Paula Ussery, Curator of Collections, National D-Day
Museum to discuss donations/504-527-6012 ext. 2
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Curatorial Department
Collections Development
Solicit donations of World War II artifacts and cultivate
donors and potential donors in accordance with the D-Day
Museum's overall mission statement and interpretive goals
Registration of Artifacts
Secure legal title to artifacts
Make duplicate copy of all pertinent donation related
documents and transport to off-site facility
Assign Accession numbers to artifacts
Place reversible accession numbers onto objects in
accordance with object's material
Photograph artifacts
Store artifacts in appropriate containers
Prepare condition reports
Prepare research files on artifacts
Inventory collections on rotating and annual basis
Improve computerized information on collection pieces
Solicit information about aU previous donor's individaal
service and experiences

Volunteers
Recruit, train and supervise collections volunteers in such
areas as artifact inventory, registration of collections,
artifact research, etc.
Consen'ation/Preservation
Monitor environmental conditions in exhibit and storage
areas
Prepare Disaster Artifact Plan
Routine cleaning of artifacts
Select conservators to perform specific treatments on
selected artifacts
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Monitor for pest activity
Select professional appraiser to evaluate coUections for
insurance coverage
Outreach
Respond to research requests
Respond to requests for public presentations
Exhibits
Assist with installation of Core Exhibit, National
Museum

D~Day

Coordinate incoming Pacific artifacts with exhibition design
and development
Policies and Plans to Revise or Develop
Collections Management manual
Collections Policy
Artifact Disaster Plan
Library and archival researcher use policy

2
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Cur:,tnrilll Phnn!.' Ltl~
D- Duy M IISl'UIII
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nfC:lIl

,

~

__

Name of Caller

_

Phone # of Caller

_

Artifacts Offered

_

Is sen:ice person alive or deceased?

_

If deceased, what stories, newsclippings, etc survive?

, Service Information related to artifacts (When entered service, what branch, what battles
or campaigns, etc.)

Other Information:

Curatorial vlJlunlc'!r name

------

_
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Volunteer Docent Contl'act
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I agree

to

honor the following

1. I will attend all curatorial training sessions and be responsible for their
content.
2. I will be on time for my shifts and remain for the hours agreed upon.

3. Once trained, I will commit to serve as a curatorial volunteer for one year.

4. I will inform the curatorial staff in a timely manner when I cannot fulfil! my
scheduled shift.
5.

r will not use any privileged information gained as a result of being a
curatorial volunteer for personal gain nor divulge confidential infonnatiop.
about the collection holdings of The National D-Day Museum.

6. I will follow all National D-Day Museum policies and procedures,
7. Violation of these guidelines without prior notice to the Curatorial
Department may result in dismissal from the volunteer program.

'l-tt--:i.:.-----.
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Appendix F
Library Gift Thank Y 00 Letter
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[Date]

Dear - - - - - Thank you for your recent contribution of documentary information to The National D
Day Museum Foundation, Inc.
The National D-Day Museum - America's museum of the World War II years
celebrates the American spirit, teamwork, courage, and sacrifice of the men and women
who won World War II. Founded by noted author Stephen E. Ambrose, it has been host
to more than 675,000 people from throughout America and across the globe since it is
opened on June 6, 2000.
Your donation, which you will fmd listed below, will be added to the growing collection
of research material that is used by staff, visitors, and researchers alike to gain a better
understanding and appreciation of America's role in World War II.
[donated materials itemized]

Thank you for your interest in, and continued support of, The National D-Day Museum
Foundation, Inc.
Sincerely,

Dr. Gordon H. Mueller, PhD
President and CEO
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Appendix G
Marking Standards for the National D-Day
Museum
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Marking Standards

The National D-Day Museum
General marking method:
On a clean surface, apply a base coat of shellac. When dry apply the number in black
India ink or if the base is dark, apply the number with oil based artist pigments. When
dry, apply a topcoat of clear shellac.
The use of a white basecoat is to be avoided

Labeling of Storage boxes and folders:
Acid free boxes are to be labeled with foil backed self-adhesive tags. On the first line
print last name first and first name last. On second line print the accession number. The
printing should be large, clear and dark. Use a black ballpoint pen for the marking. Do
not include additional information.

On bollinger boxes and half hollinger boxes: place on label centered under the handle
hole.
On all other acid free boxes: use two labels. Place the labels on the upper left corner of
the two adjoining sides.
File folders: in pencil print the last name first and first name last of the donor followed
by the accession number in the center of the folder. If desired, a description may be
printed on the right side of the file tab.
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Objector
Material
Basketry

Blade Weapon

Method
Apply the number in block style with a
medium lead pencil to a lignin-free paper
tag; attach tag to object with cotton string

On a clean surface, apply a base coat of
shellac. When dry apply the number in
black India ink or if the base is dark, apply
the number with oil based artist pigments.
When dry, appl}' a topcoat of clear shellac.

Location
Placement
Reverse Base

Reverse side of blade just
below the counterguard or on
back edge of blade

The use of a white basecoat is to be avoided
-

Bone or Ivory

On a clean surface, apply a base coat of
shellac. When dry apply the number in
black India ink or if the base is dark, apply
the number with oil based artist pigments.
When dry, apply a topcoat of clear shellac.

Reverse Base

The use of a white basecoat is to be avoided

Using a medium lead pencil, apply the
number in block style.
Book

Ceramic

Caution: A hard lead or anyfreshly
sharpenedpencil may indent or mar
surfaces. A soft lead may smudge.

On a clean, flat surface, apply a base coat of
shellac. When dry apply the number in
black India ink or if the base is dark, appiy
the number with oil based artist pigments.
When dry, apply a topcoat of clear shellac.
The use of a wh ite basecoat is to be avoided

-

Inside front cover at upper left
comer and inside back cover
at upper left comer

Reverse base
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Object or
Material

Method

Location Placement
Coat, Jackets, Shirt: Inside
right cuff to read correctly
when cuff is turned back.

Use twill tape doubled to prevent bleed
through. Write the number with a laundry
marker

Clothing

Skirt and Trousers:
Waistband at back inside

The edge; ifnot possible,
consider how the coin will be
displayed-obverse or reverse,
and mark the opposite

On a clean surface, apply a base coat of
shellac. When dry apply the number in
black India ink or if the base is dark, apply
the nwnber with oil based artist pigments.
When dry, apply a topcoat of clear shellac.

Coin, Token or
commemorative medal

Caution: Some coins, tokens
and commemoraUve medals
(e.g. sealed mint and proof
coins) should never be marked
on their surfaces. In such
cases, mark the container.

The use of a white basecoat is to be avoided

,

Using a medium lead pencil, apply the
number in block style.
Document

I

Lower right of reverse

Caution: A hard lead, or any freshly
sharpened pencil, may indent or mar
swfaces. A soft lead may smudge

I

On a clean surface, apply a base coat of
shellac. When dry apply the number in
black India ink or ifthe base is dark, apply
the number with oil based artist pigments.
When dry, apply a topcoat of clear shellac.

Fireann

I

Inside of trigger guard

,

The use of a white basecoat is to be avoided

,

Frame

On a clean surface, apply a base coat of
shellac. When dry apply the number in
black India ink or if the base is dark, apply
the number with oil based artist pigments.
When dry, apply a topcoat of clear shellac.

Lower right of reverse

The use of a white basecoat is to be avoided
-

I

I
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Object or
Material

Furniture

Met/rod
On a clean surface, apply a base coat of
shellac. When dry apply the number in
black India ink or if the base is dark, apply
the number with oil based artist pigments.
When dry, apply a topcoat of clear shellac.

Location Placement

Near top of right rear leg or
near base on right side

The use of a white basecoat should be
avoided

Glass

On a clean surface, apply a base coat of
shellac. When dry apply the number in
black India ink or if the base is dark, apply
the number with oil based artist pigments.
W11en dry, apply a topcoat of clear shellac.

Reverse base

The use of a white basecoat is to be avoided

Glass plate negative and
lantern slide

On a clean surface, apply a base coat of
shellac. When dry apply the number in
black India ink or if the base is dark, apply
the number with oil based artist pigments.
When dry, apply a topcoat of clear shellac.

On the non-emulsion side at
the lower right

The use of a white basecoat is to be avoided

I

Leather

Metal

Apply the number in block style with a
medium lead pencil to a lignin-free paper
tag; attach tag to object with cotton string.
Attach through an eyelet. Do not tie to
laces

On a clean surface, apply a base coat of
shellac. When dry apply the number in
black India ink or if the base is dark, apply
the number with oil based artist pigments.
When dry, apply a topcoat of clear shellac.
The use of white basecoat is to be avoided

'----

Inconspicuous area

I
Reverse base (generally
speaking)
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Object or
Method

Location Placement

Material

Painting

On a clean surface, apply a base coat of
shellac. When dry apply the number in
black India ink or if the base is dark, apply
the number with oil based artist pigments.
When dry, apply a topcoat of clear shellac.

Reverse lower right on both
frame and stretcher

The use of a white basecoat is to be avoided

Using a medium lead pencil, apply the
number in block style
Photograph

I
I

Caution: A hard lead, or any freshly
sharpened pencil, may indent or mar
surfaces. A sofllead may smudge

Lower right of reverse side

Using a medium lead pencil, apply the
number in block style
Caution: A hard lead, or any
Print

freshly sharpen pencil, may indent

Lower right of reverse side

or mar surfaces. A soft lead may

I

smudge

Sculpture

On a clean surface, apply a base coat of
shellac. When dry apply the number in
black india ink or if the base is dark, apply
the number with oil based artist pigments.
When dry, apply a topcoat of clear shellac.

I

Lower right of base or if light
on underside

The use of a white basecoat is to be avoided

Skin

Stone

Apply the number in block style with a
medium lead pencil to a lignin-free paper
tag; attach tag to object with cotton string

On a clean surface, apply a base coat of
shellac. When dry apply the number in
black India ink or if the base is dark, apply
the number with oil based artist pigments.
When dry, apply a topcoat of clear shellac.
The use of a white basecoat is to be avoided

inconspicuous area

-l

~

Reverse base (generally
speaking)

I

I
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Object or
Material

Method

Very small and impossible
to mark object

Containerize object in inert material.
Marking method and placement will depend
on container type

Wood

~

On a clean surface, apply a base coat of
shellac. When dry apply the number in
black India ink or if the base is dark, apply
the number with oil based artist pigments.
When dry, apply a topcoat of clear shellac.
The use of a white basecoat is to be avoided

Location
Placement
Dependent of container type

Reverse base (generally
speaking)
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Appendix H
Artifact Return Letter and
Temporary Receipt for Property

98
Date
Name
Address

Dear
Thank you for your interest in the National D-Day Museum and our efforts to collect and
preserve the memorabilia and memoirs of America's participation in World War II.
As per your request, you will find enclosed the items that you requested be returned to
you.
You will also find two copies of the Temporary Receipt of Property form. Please
sign and date both copies in the place indicated. Return one copy in the envelope
provided. Keep the other copy for your records.
You may contact this office via telephone at 504-527-6012 ext. 228 or Tom Czekanski at
ext. 237 if you have additional questions.
Sincerely,

Paula Ussery
Curator of Collections
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Temporary Receipt For Property
The following items have been left in the custody of the National D-Day Museum for the
~
_
purpose of
Description of items:

Items left by:
Signature

_

Name
Address

Phone Number~

_

E-Mail- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Received by .

_

Date
The Above listed items were returned to the owner in satisfactory condition.
Returned to

-----------

Date- - - - - - -

Returned by

_

Date- - - - - - -
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VITA

Jessica Green Hester received her Bachelor of Arts Degree in History from the
University of New Orleans in surruner of2000. She earned her Master of Arts Degree
from the University of New Orleans in Arts Administration in fall of2002. She plans to
go on to obtain a job with a history museum.

